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Abstract

The two-plasmon–decay (TPD) instability and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) are

important processes in the laser-plasma interaction that are capable of influencing the

absorption of laser light and the generation of hot electrons in inertial confinement

fusion (ICF) experiments. The linear stage of the SRS and TPD instability near the

quarter-critical density have been modeled by a new fluid-type code GLINTS. The ab-

solute growth of the SRS and the TPD instability have been identified and their growth

rates can be comparable. The growth rates obtained from the GLINTS simulations are

in good agreement with the theoretical growth rates. The TPD in the case of oblique

laser incidence have been studied. The analytical results for the TPD growth rates and

thresholds have been obtained and have been compared with the TPD-only GLINTS

simulations. The TPD thresholds are found to decrease close to cos2 θ scaling as the

angle of incidence θ increases. Different from the results of the theory considering

the SRS alone, the GLINTS simulations including both the TPD and the SRS have

shown that the growth rates of the SRS driven by a obliquely incident laser beam may

increase when θ increases, which can lead to a lower-than-theoretical-prediction insta-

bility threshold. The linear and saturation stage of the TPD and the SRS have been

studied in two and three spatial dimensions (2-D and 3-D) using the particle-in-cell

(PIC) code OSIRIS. By comparing the spectra of the plasma waves in the 2-D and 3-D

PIC simulations, the TPD and the stimulated Raman sidescattering have been found to

coexist near and below quarter-critical density in the 3-D simulations. The interaction

of the TPD and the SRS requires the 3-D modeling. In the PIC simulations, the clear
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link between the hot electrons energy flux and the TPD-generated plasma waves has

been demonstrated. The PIC simulations have shown that SRS is less effective in ac-

celerating electrons than TPD. The hot electron energy flux in the 3-D simulations is

found to be smaller than in the 2-D simulations for the same same parameters.
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1

1 Introduction

1.1 Inertial confinement fusion

The thermonuclear fusion can be a redundant and clean energy source for the future.

Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) is one of the schemes that are used to achieve the

thermonuclear fusion. The concept of ICF has been proposed in the 1970’s [Nuckolls

et al., 1972]. The main idea of ICF is to compress the fusion fuel (usually a mixture

of deuterium and tritium) so that the fusion reactions can occur during the time when

the fusion densities and temperatures are maintained as a result of the inertia of the

fusion fuel. The high energy lasers make it possible to deliver a large amount of energy

into a small spatial volume, creating the conditions necessary for the compression of

the fusion fuel. There are two main approaches to ICF, called direct drive and indirect

drive (or X-ray drive).

In the direct drive ICF approach, the spherical target containing the fusion fuel is

irradiated directly by the laser beams. The target shell absorbs the laser energy and is

ionized to form a hot plasma corona. The shell material is ablated from the target. The

ablation drives the inner part of the target to move inward (converge) and to compress

the fusion fuel to high densities. When the converging shell decelerates, the kinetic

energy of the shell is converted into the thermal energy of the fusion fuel. A central
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hot spot with a high temperature is formed and the fusion fuel can be ignited. The

ignition criterion is that the energy gain (defined as the energy output normalized to the

energy input) is larger than unity. As the fusion reactions take place in the center, the

temperature of the hot spot increases, triggering the fusion reactions of the outer fuel.

This conventional hot spot direct drive scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The 30-kJ,

60-beam OMEGA lasers[Boehly et al., 1997] at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics at

the University of Rochester is one of the major facilities implementing the direct drive

approach.

Figure 1.1: The ICF direct-drive scheme.

In the indirect drive ICF approach[Lindl, 1995], the spherical target is placed in a
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close-to-cylindrical container (a hohlraum) made of a material with a high ion charge

number (high-Z). The schematic of the hohlraum is shown in Fig. 1.2. laser beams

are pointed at the inner surface of the hohlraum and generate X-rays, which act as a

driver for the target implosion. The National Ignition Facility (NIF)[Lindl, 1995] at the

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory one of the major device for the indirect drive

experiments.

Figure 1.2: The schematic of the hohlraum on the NIF.

Few variations of the direct drive scheme have been considered in the last two

decades. The fast ignition scheme was suggested[Tabak et al., 1994] to provide a higher

gains compared to the conventional hot-spot ignition scheme. In the conventional hot

spot scheme, the compression and ignition of the fusion fuel are part of the same pro-

cess: the fusion fuel is compressed and becomes hotter until the ignition take places.

In the fast ignition concept, the compression and ignition are achieved in two phases:

first the fuel shell is compressed with an implosion velocity which is lower than the

implosion velocity for the conventional hot-spot scheme. The compressed core is then

ignited by energetic electrons or ions generated by a high-intensity laser beam. The

advantage of separating the compression and ignition phases is that more fuel mass can

be assembled with the same amount of laser energy due to the lower implosion velocity,

which potentially leads to higher gains.

The shock ignition (SI) is another scheme designed to separate the compression
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and ignition phases[Betti et al., 2007]. In the SI a high-intensity spike pulse is added

at the end of the laser pulse. The main pulse of the laser in SI can have smaller energy

than the pulse in the hot-spot scheme, which leads to lower implosion velocity and a

compressed core with more fuel mass. Then the late-time laser spike launches a strong

shock wave into the compressed core, increasing the hot spot pressure and igniting the

fusion fuel.

Many fields of physics are interconnected in the ICF experiments: for example, the

ignition physics, the hydrodynamics instabilities, the generation of the laser irradiation,

the laser-plasma interaction, etc. The results of the ICF experiments depend on the

target design, the laser pulse design, the target shell uniformity and the laser uniformity.

1.2 Laser-plasma interaction in ICF

The laser-plasma interaction in the plasma corona of the ICF targets determines how

effectively the laser energy is transferred to the shell. In the plasma corona, the plasma

electron density increases towards the center of the target. The laser light with a fre-

quency ω0 can propagate in the corona until the plasma electron density ne reaches the

critical density value nc:

nc =
meω2

0

4πe2
, (1.1)

where e and me are the electron charge and electron mass respectively. In the region

near the critical density the laser beams are turned at the density nt = nc cosθ , where θ

is the angle between the local laser wavevector and the density gradient. In the laser-

plasma interaction, the main mechanism for the absorption of laser energy is due to the

inversebremsstrahlung absorption[Atzeni and Meyer-ter Vehn, 2004; Dawson, 1969].

The plasma corona with longer density scale length is larger in size, which leads to

more effective inversebremsstrahlung absorption. Another LPI absorption mechanism

is the resonance absorption. If the laser propagates at an angle in an inhomogeneous

plasma and its wavevector is in the plane defined by the laser electric field and density
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gradient (so-called p-polarized), the laser reaches its turning point at a density below

the critical density but tunnels to the critical density and excites the electron plasma

waves resonantly. The plasma wave frequency ωp is a function of the electron density

ne:

ω2
p =

4πnee2

me

. (1.2)

Although the resonance absorption was believed to be an important mechanism in early

ICF experiments (driven by the λ0 = 1.05µm laser)[LINDMAN, 1977; Estabrook and

Kruer, 1978], experiments with current-time shorter laser wavelength (λ0 = 0.35µm)

have demonstrated that the resonance absorption affects only the early time evolu-

tion[Igumenshchev et al., 2007].

On the other hand, parametric instabilities are important laser-plasma interaction

processes relevant to the ICF experiments because the thresholds for several paramet-

ric instabilities are usually exceeded and usually the developments of the parametric

instabilities have been linked to the hot electron generation. The hot electron (or fast

electron in some literature) can preheat the fusion fuel and reduce the fusion efficiency.

Let us describe the basic features of the parametric instabilities in plasmas. In

a parametric instability one wave (the pump) decays into two other waves (daughter

waves). The wavevectors~k and frequencies ω of the three waves have to satisfy the

matching conditions:

ω0 = ω1 +ω2, (1.3)

~k0 =~k1 +~k2, (1.4)

where the subscript 0 denotes the quantities associated with the pump wave; the sub-

scripts 1 and 2 denote the quantities associated with the two daughter waves. Equations

(1.3) and (1.4) represent the conservation of energy and the conservation of momentum

respectively.

The systematic analysis of the parametric instabilities was carried out by M. N.

Rosenbluth[Rosenbluth, 1972]. In this article, the coupled equations for the three-wave
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interaction in a generic form were studied in an inhomogeneous plasma as an initial

value problem. A solution corresponding to the spatially amplified modes was found.

The corresponding amplification factor is known as the Rosenbluth gain. These modes

are convective modes which propagate away from the origin of the instability as their

amplitudes grow. The initial-time perturbation at the location where the instability orig-

inates eventually decrease. Another regime of the parametric instability is the absolute

instability that can grow with time exponentially in the linear regime until nonlinear ef-

fects lead to the saturation. Different from the convective instability, there is a temporal

growth of the wave amplitude in all instability regions including the location where the

instability originates.

There are two types of natural plasma waves which are commonly involved in the

three-wave parametric instabilities. The natural mode related to the motions of ions and

electrons is the ion acoustic wave. The dispersion relation of the ion acoustic wave is

ω = kCs, (1.5)

where ω and k are the frequency and the wavevector of the wave and Cs is the ion sound

velocity:

Cs =

√

ZTe +3Ti

M
,

where Te and Ti are the electron and ion temperatures respectively and M is the ion

mass. The other natural mode in plasmas related to the electron motion is the Langmuir

wave or plasma wave. The dispersion relation for the plasma wave is

ω2 = ω2
p +3k2v2

e , (1.6)

where ωp is the plasma wave frequency as in Eq. (1.2) and ve =
√

Te/me is the electron

thermal velocity.

If the laser pump wave (which is an electromagnetic wave) decays into two plasma

waves, this parametric instability is the two-plasmon–decay (TPD)[Rosenbluth et al.,

1973]. If the laser pump wave decays into a plasma wave and another electromagnetic
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(EM) wave, the parametric instability is the stimulated Raman scattering (SRS)[Drake

and Lee, 1973]. If the laser pump wave decays into a ion acoustic wave and another

(EM) wave, the parametric instability is the stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS)[Liu

et al., 1974]. Since all the waves propagating in plasma have to satisfy their disper-

sion relations, the TPD can exist near the quarter-critical density (nc/4), SRS can only

exist below the quarter-critical density, and SBS can exist at any densities up to criti-

cal density. Parametric instabilities usually can be excited in plasmas when the pump

wave intensity exceeds a certain value (depending on the plasma parameters) that is the

instability threshold.

The TPD instability is of concern since it is a robust instability which has been

identified in the direct drive ICF experiments[Seka et al., 1985; Seka et al., 2009; Seka

et al., 2014] and its threshold is often lower than the SRS and SBS thresholds. The

TPD plasma waves can generate hot electrons[Yaakobi et al., 2012] which can preheat

the fusion fuel and decrease the fusion performance. The growth rate for the temporal

growth of TPD in the homogeneous plasma is given by[Baldis et al., 1991]:

γ ≈
~k ·~v0

4

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(~k−~k0)
2 − k2

k|(~k−~k0)|

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

, (1.7)

where~v0 is the electron oscillation velocity in the pump wave field,~k0 is the local laser

wave vector, and the wavevector of the daughter wave~k has components k⊥ that are

perpendicular to the laser wavevector and k‖ that are parallel to the laser wavevector.

The maximum of γ as a function of k⊥ correspond to a hyperbola-type formula in k-

space[Meyer and Zhu, 1993]:

k2
⊥ = k‖(k‖− k0), (1.8)

For k ≫ k0, the plasma waves with the largest growth rates propagate at 45◦ to both

~k0 and ~v0. Although the formula (1.8) was derived for the homogeneous plasmas, this

hyperbola-type formula for the wavevector components k⊥ and k‖ of the fastest grow-

ing modes was also found to be valid in the inhomogeneous plasmas[Meyer and Zhu,

1993].
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The absolute TPD instability theory in the inhomogeneous plasmas was studied by

several groups[Lee and Kaw, 1974; Liu and Rosenbluth, 1976; Simon et al., 1983], the

most accurate threshold conditions for the absolute TPD instability was obtained by A.

Simon[Simon et al., 1983]. After transforming the equations governing the TPD insta-

bility to a Schrödinger-type equation in k-space and solving it as an eigenvalue problem,

the modes correspond to a small range of k⊥ were found to be absolutely unstable[Liu

and Rosenbluth, 1976; Simon et al., 1983]. The absolute TPD instability was revisited

using the variational method[Afeyan and Williams, 1997b]. The relation between the

results of the two methods depends on the parameter β = 1.22×T 2
keV/(I14λ 2

µm). The

variational method[Afeyan and Williams, 1997b] recovered the results corresponding

to the small-β case in Ref. [Simon et al., 1983]. The dependence of the TPD growth on

β was confirmed by the numerical simulation directly solving the TPD equations[Yan

et al., 2010]. The TPD threshold parameter η = I14Lµm/233TkeV (for β ≫ 1) was in-

troduced by Simon[Simon et al., 1983] in the case of the normal-incidence plane-wave

laser. This threshold parameter η was shown to be a good approximation for the thresh-

old of the TPD driven by multiple laser beams[Myatt et al., 2013] provided that the

single beam intensity is replaced by the overlapped intensity of the interaction beams at

the quarter-critical density region. The TPD instability driven by multiple laser beams

was studied using the three dimensional Zakharov model[Zhang et al., 2014].

The convective TPD theory was studied in the generic form of the three-wave

model[Rosenbluth, 1972] and the TPD-specific form of the three-wave model was de-

rived later[Yan et al., 2010]. The convective TPD modes are usually associated with

larger group velocities than the absolute TPD modes. The group velocity of the plasma

wave is

vg =
dω

dk
=

6kv2
e

ω
, (1.9)

and the wavevectors of the convective TPD modes are larger than the wavevectors of the

absolute TPD modes[Simon et al., 1983]. The particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations[Yan

et al., 2010] showed that the convective TPD modes could be energetically dominant
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in the saturation stage, which was consistent with the broad spectrum of three-half

harmonic observed in the experiments[Seka et al., 1985].

For the absolute SRS instability, the growth rate in homogeneous plasmas is given

by the formula[Kruer, 2003]:

γ =
kv0

4

√

ω2
p

ωek(ω0 −ωek)
, (1.10)

where k and ωek are the wavevector and frequency of the scattered light respectively.

The growth rate (Eq. 1.10) is maximized for the backscatter. This SRS growth rate

(Eq. 1.10) depends on the plasma density through the plasma frequency (Eq. (1.2)).

The SRS in the inhomogeneous plasmas is usually convective unless the instability

develops near the quarter-critical density[Drake and Lee, 1973; Afeyan and Williams,

1997a] or the scattered light propagates at almost 90◦ sideward[Liu et al., 1974]. Since

the wavevector of the scattered light from the absolute backscatter SRS is very small,

and the scattered light is “virtually indistinguishable”[Seka et al., 2009] from the half-

harmonic emission due to TPD, the existence of the absolute backscatter SRS was dis-

cussed based on the indirect observations[Drake et al., 1988]. The convective SRS

instability can develop at densities significantly lower than the quarter-critical den-

sity[Rosenbluth, 1972]. The threshold of the convective SRS[Liu et al., 1974] is higher

than the threshold of absolute SRS[Drake and Lee, 1973] with the parameters relevant

to the direct drive experiments. Although the SRS is generally not a great concern in

the current direct drive ICF experiments[Seka et al., 1992], the convective SRS may

play an important role in the indirect drive ICF scheme due to the higher laser intensity

and the larger density scale length.

1.3 Particle-in-cell modelling

Generally speaking, there are three type of models describing plasmas: the fluid-type

models[Cowling, 1957], the kinetic models based on the Vlasov or Fokker-Planck
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equations and the particle models based on the individual particle motion. The fluid-

type models treat each species as a fluid driven by the electromagnetic forces. The

fluid-type model is used in Chapters 2 and 3 to study the TPD and SRS instability. The

Maxwellian distribution of the particle species is assumed when deriving the fluid-type

equations. Therefore no information about the hot electrons can be obtained from these

fluid-type equations. On the other hand, there are less computational requirements for

the fluid simulations. In the kinetic models the distribution of each species as a function

of phase space (position in real space and in velocity space) is modified by the electro-

magnetic fields. In the particle model the motion of individual particles is tracked. By

directly integrating the particle trajectories, one can characterize the collective behavior

of the particles as macro properties of the system. The particle model can be considered

to be the sampling of the phase space. The computational cost of kinetic simulations

scales as ND, where N is the number of discrete grid points in each dimension of the

phase space and D is the number of dimensions in phase space. Generally speaking, ki-

netic models are more efficient than particle models in low spatial dimension problems

such as the one-dimensional SRS. When studying high spatial dimensions problem

such as TPD, the particle simulations have an advantage.

The particle-in-cell (PIC) method is one of the most widely used particle models in

plasma physics. The PIC model was developed in the 1950s’ and early 1960s[Bune-

man, 1959; Dawson, 1962]. The concept of the “super-particle”, which represents many

real particles, was introduced in the PIC method to relax the intense computational re-

source requirements. The PIC code used in this thesis is OSIRIS, a fully relativistic,

highly scalable object-oriented, fully explicit PIC code[Fonseca et al., 2002]. The basic

computational cycle in OSIRIS contains four major steps: field solver, force interpo-

lation, particle pusher and current deposition. The field solver solves the Maxwell’s

equations explicitly for the electromagnetic fields on the computational grid. By inter-

polating the electromagnetic fields to the particle positions and evaluating the Lorentz

force acting on each particle, the particle pusher solves the Newton’s equations for the
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particle motion. The current density generated due to the motion of charged particles

is weighted into the computational grid by the current deposition routines. The code is

then ready for a next iteration. The schematic of this cycle is shown in Fig. 1.3.

Figure 1.3: The schematic of one computational cycle in the PIC code OSIRIS.

1.4 Structure of the thesis

In this Chapter we discussed the importance of LPI and its relation to the ICF exper-

iments. TPD and SRS are the two major LPI instabilities which exist in the regions

near and below the quarter-critical density. The fluid code GLINTS and the PIC code

OSIRIS are the two simulation tools used in this thesis to study the TPD and SRS

instabilities. The thesis is structured as follows:

In Chapter 2, the results of a new fluid code GLINTS developed to model both TPD

and SRS near the quarter-critical density are described. The growth rates obtained from

the simulation are compared with the theoretical results and a good agreement is found.

For the conditions relevant to the ICF experiments, the absolute TPD and the abso-
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lute SRS backscatter co-exist near the quarter-critical density with comparable growth

rates and thresholds. The competition between the absolute TPD and the absolute SRS

backscatter is discussed.

The TPD theory for the oblique laser incidence is presented in Chapter 3. The

analytical results are shown to be consistent with the TPD-only GLINTS simulation

results. Contrary to the common understanding of the SRS instability in the oblique

laser incidence case, there is evidence showing that, when considering both TPD and

SRS, the growth rates of SRS can increase with a larger angle of incidence.

The simulation results from the two dimensional (2-D) and three dimensional (3-D)

PIC simulations of the TPD and SRS are analyzed in Chapter 4. The co-existence of

TPD and SRS in the 3-D PIC simulations was confirmed by identifying their respec-

tive spectral features. The interplay of the TPD and SRS instabilities in the saturation

stage is illustrated. The growth of the absolute SRS sidescattering at lower densities

(0.16nc < n < 0.25nc) with a finite interaction length in the transverse direction is stud-

ied. Different mechanisms for the TPD saturation are addressed. The Poynting flux at

saturation stage of the TPD instability is shown and compared to the incident laser flux.

The hot electron acceleration is studied in Chapter 5. The clear link between the

TPD-generated plasma waves and the hot electron generation is demonstrated. A

smaller number of hot electrons is found in the 3-D PIC simulations than in the re-

spective 2-D simulations. The differences between the 2-D and 3-D PIC simulations

results are discussed.
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2 Linear stage of parametric

instabilities near the

quarter-critical density

Laser plasma instabilities of two-plasmon decay (TPD) and stimulated Raman scat-

tering (SRS) play an important role in the study of the inertial confinement fusion

(ICF)[Myatt et al., 2014]. One of the main reasons for this is that energetic electrons

generated by electron-plasma waves participating in TPD and SRS may preheat the

ICF target material and therefore degrade the ICF implosion. In the TPD the incident

laser wave decays into a pair of electron-plasma waves, and the TPD parametric in-

stability is considered the most-dangerous preheating risk for direct-drive ICF due to

its low threshold [Liu and Rosenbluth, 1976] and the high energy of generated elec-

trons[Yaakobi et al., 2009; Stoeckl et al., 2003]. In the SRS, the pump laser wave de-

cays into a scattered light wave and an electron plasma wave. The backscattered light

can reduce the amount of laser energy that reaches the critical density region[Myatt

et al., 2014].

It is well known that two types of unstable modes can exist in inhomogeneous plas-

mas[Liu and Rosenbluth, 1976; Simon et al., 1983]. The convective modes grow in

space and time until they leave the interaction region and reach the amplification limit,

while the absolute modes can grow in time without limit in a linear system. The TPD
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instability occurs in the plasma region near the quarter-critical plasma density (usu-

ally between 0.2 nc and 0.25 nc ) because of the frequency-matching and wavevector-

matching conditions for the pump (laser) and the two decay (plasma) waves. The criti-

cal density nc in laser-produced plasmas is given by nc = ω2
0 me/4πe2, where ω0 is the

laser frequency and me is the electron mass. Convective TPD modes are localized in a

region where the density is lower than the quarter-critical density, whereas the absolute

TPD modes are localized close to the quarter-critical density surface. If the laser in-

tensity is high enough, the convective TPD modes can become energetically important

and cause the laser pump depletion, which can suppress the growth of the absolute TPD

modes[Yan et al., 2009]. In current direct-drive ICF experiments on the Omega Laser

Facility [Seka et al., 2009; Michel et al., 2013], the convective TPD gain is usually

small and the convective modes cannot grow significantly in the linear instability stage.

Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations showed that the absolute modes first grow in a small

plasma region near the quarter-critical density surface, and can seed the TPD instability

in the lower-density region[Yan et al., 2009].

Recent PIC simulations showed that hot electrons are mostly generated in the non-

linear stage of TPD when plasma waves with broad spectra develop in the region with

electron density between 0.2 and 0.25 critical. [Yan et al., 2009; Yan et al., 2012] The

absolutely-unstable modes generate plasma waves that propagate toward the lower-

density region, where the beating of plasma waves drives ion density fluctuations.

The ion fluctuations then couple locally with plasma waves and a quasi-steady state

is reached over a wide density range (roughly from 0.2nc −0.24nc). The hot electrons

can then be efficiently accelerated from the lower-density region to the higher-density

region in a staged manner[Yan et al., 2012].

In the simulations close to the TPD instability threshold,[Yan et al., 2009] the ab-

solute TPD modes were found to play the role of a seed. As long as their growth rates

exceed the collisional damping rate, the absolute modes will grow in time, reach signif-

icant amplitudes, drive ion density fluctuations, and then perturb a large region below
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the quarter-critical density surface. This is consistent with experimental observations

that hard X-rays develop as a result of hot electrons production once the laser intensity

rises above the TPD threshold[Myatt et al., 2014; Seka et al., 2009]. However, the

PIC simulations in Ref. [Yan et al., 2012] also showed that a significant amount of

hot electrons was produced even if the laser intensity was slightly below the theoretical

TPD threshold. This can be explained by the SRS-like modes growing near the quarter-

critical density surface. The absolute SRS modes are localized just below the quarter-

critical density, close to the region of the absolute TPD growth[Simon et al., 1983;

Yan et al., 2009]. SRS and TPD can co-exist in the region below the quarter-critical-

density surface.

Theoretical studies of absolute TPD[Liu and Rosenbluth, 1976; Simon et al., 1983;

Berger et al., 1989; Afeyan and Williams, 1997b] and SRS[Drake and Lee, 1973;

Afeyan and Williams, 1997a] in inhomogeneous plasmas historically were developed

separately. For the absolute TPD modes, one approach was to transform the TPD equa-

tions to a Schrödinger-type equation in the wavevector k−space and then solve it analyt-

ically as an eigenvalue problem using perturbation methods[Liu and Rosenbluth, 1976;

Simon et al., 1983] or numerically[Simon et al., 1983]. The asymptotic solutions were

found to be dependent on the parameter β = 1.22× T 2
keV/(I14λ 2

µm). Here I14 is the

laser intensity in 1014W/cm2, TkeV is the electron temperature in keV, and λµm is the

laser wavelength in microns. Another approach was to solve the problem of finding the

instability threshold and the growth rate by a variational method[Afeyan and Williams,

1997b]. In a plasma with a linear density profile, a set of expressions for the thresh-

old conditions and growth rates was derived[Afeyan and Williams, 1997b] that agreed

well with the small-β asymptotic results in Ref. [Simon et al., 1983]. Two approaches

of Ref. [Simon et al., 1983] and Ref. [Afeyan and Williams, 1997b] differed as to

whether the solution is β -dependent. The numerical solution for the linear TPD equa-

tions in Ref. [Yan et al., 2010] confirmed the β -dependence of the growth rates and the

TPD thresholds. The threshold parameter η ≡ I14λµmLµm/TkeV/70.9 defined in Ref.
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[Simon et al., 1983] for β >> 1 is widely used in the current ICF experiments, with

η > 1 meaning that the TPD threshold is exceeded.

The theory of absolute SRS was developed by solving the eigenvalue problem of a

Schrödinger-type equation in space[Drake and Lee, 1973]. In the process of deriving

the Schrödinger-type equation from the fluid equations and Poisson’s equation, the spa-

tial dispersion of plasma waves was neglected; therefore no electron temperature depen-

dency could be found in the SRS theory of Ref. [Drake and Lee, 1973]. An analytical

solution was then obtained in the limit of a large density scale length L. The threshold

parameter N was defined as N ≡ k0L(0.5v0/c)3/2, where k0 is the local wave number of

the laser pump and v0 is the electron oscillation velocity in the laser field. If collisional

damping is neglected, the threshold condition was found to be N > 0.375,[Drake and

Lee, 1973] or in practical units I
3/4
14 λ

1/2
µm Lµm > 222. This theory was developed for the

1-D geometry. In Ref. [Afeyan and Williams, 1997a] the SRS temporal growth prob-

lem was solved using the variational method. The temporal growth of sidescattered

and backscattered SRS for power-law density profiles was studied. In the case of the

linear density profile, the methods of Ref. [Drake and Lee, 1973] and Ref. [Afeyan and

Williams, 1997a] gave the same result. The variational method [Afeyan and Williams,

1997a] however, suggests that the instability growth rates and thresholds in quadratic

or higher-order power-law density profiles depend on the electron temperature.

In Ref. [Afeyan and Williams, 1997c] it was shown that absolute SRS and TPD

modes can co-exist near the quarter-critical density surface. The TPD and SRS insta-

bilities can share a daughter wave and form a mixed type of modes, so-called high

frequency hybrid instabilities (HFHI)[Afeyan and Williams, 1997c]. The plasma-wave

characteristics predicted in this work qualitatively agree with the spectra of longitudi-

nal electric fields in PIC simulations and may explain why hot electrons can still be

produced even when the laser intensity is below the TPD threshold[Yan et al., 2012].

The studies of the absolute SRS and/or mixed SRS-TPD modes are therefore impor-

tant for an accurate evaluation of the LPI thresholds when designing direct-drive ICF
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targets. Furthermore, for higher-laser-intensity regimes in the National Ignition Facil-

ity (NIF)[Moses et al., 2006] indirect-drive ICF experiments and in the shock-ignition

scheme [Perkins et al., 2009] experiments, the SRS threshold is expected to be signifi-

cantly exceeded. Understanding the behavior of co-existing SRS and TPD modes under

these conditions is important.

Let us note that in addition to the fluid-type linear modeling of SRS described in this

article, SRS is known to be influenced by the following kinetic and nonlinear effects:

electron trapping[Yin et al., 2014; Strozzi et al., 2007], Langmiur Decay instability[Yin

et al., 2014; Kline et al., 2005; Winjum et al., 2013] and SRS rescattering[Yin et al.,

2014; Winjum et al., 2013].

In this Chapter we present a direct numerical study of the linear TPD-SRS equa-

tions. The simulation results are compared with the theoretical predictions for different

parameter regimes. The competition between absolute SRS and absolute TPD is dis-

cussed.

2.1 Linear fluid-type model including both TPD and

SRS

A linear fluid model including both TPD and SRS can be obtained from the electron

continuity equation and the momentum equation in plasmas, together with Maxwell’s

equations in the Coulomb gauge (∇ ·~A = 0, where ~A is the vector potential). The

complete set of linear equations for TPD and SRS in dimensionless form is as follows

(see Appendix A for the derivation):
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(

∂ 2

∂ t2
−∇2 +n0

)

~A1 =−n1~v0 −n0∇ψ − ∂

∂ t
∇φ , (2.1)

∂n1

∂ t
+∇ ·

[

n0

(

∇ψ +~A1

)]

+~v0 ·∇n1 = 0, (2.2)

∂ψ

∂ t
=−~v0 ·

(

∇ψ +~A1

)

+φ −3v2
e

n1

n0
, (2.3)

∇2φ = n1. (2.4)

Here ψ is the velocity potential associated with the longitudinal electron motion,

~A1 is the vector potential of the scattered-light waves, n1 is the electron density per-

turbation, φ is the electric potential caused by the electron density perturbations, n0

is the background density, ~v0 is the electron oscillation velocity in the laser field, and

ve =
√

Te/m is the electron thermal velocity. We have assumed that the initial perturbed

velocity~vl|t=0 has only a longitudinal component, i. e., ∇×~vl|t=0 = 0. All density vari-

ables are normalized to the critical density nc, frequencies to the laser frequency ω0,

velocities to the light speed c, lengths to c/ω0, and times to 1/ω0.

The TPD equations[Simon et al., 1983] can be obtained from Eqs. (2.1)–(2.4) by

simply setting ~A1 = 0. To recover the SRS equations from Eqs. (2.1)–(2.4), one must

use the following matching condition for the parametric instability: In Eq. (2.1), only

the~A1 term has the same frequency as the n1~v0 term. Applying the same analysis to Eqs.

(2.2) and (2.3), one can show that the terms with ∇(n0
~A1) and ~v0 ·∇ψ have the same

frequency as the scattered light generated by SRS. Dropping the terms with frequencies

that are different from the frequencies of the SRS daughter waves in Eqs. (2.1)–(2.3)

recovers the following SRS equations:[Kruer, 2003]

(

∂ 2

∂ t2
−∇2 +n0

)

~A1 =−n1~v0, (2.5)

∂n1

∂ t
+∇ · (n0∇ψ) = 0, (2.6)

∂ψ

∂ t
=−~v0 ·~A1 +φ −3v2

e

n1

n0
. (2.7)
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A new code GLINTS (generalized linear TPD and SRS) has been developed to

solve Eqs. (2.1)–(2.4) numerically in two spatial dimensions. Since the fastest grow-

ing TPD modes are in the plane defined by the laser wavevector and the laser electric

field,[Kruer, 2003] the laser is chosen to be polarized in the simulation plane. The ab-

solute SRS modes also can be observed in this plane. A center-finite-difference scheme

is used in both space and time to achieve the second-order accuracy in space and time.

The Poisson’s equation is first Fourier transformed in the transverse (⊥≡ y) direction,

and each k⊥ mode is then solved in the (x, t) space in a set of tri-diagonal linear equa-

tions. The incident laser is represented by a prescribed plane wave with the form

~v0(x, t) = v0 cos(k0x−ω0t)ŷ, where ŷ is the unit vector in y direction. Open (nonre-

flective) boundary conditions[Lindman, 1975] are applied in the x-direction for ~A1 and

n1. For ψ and φ , ∂ψ/∂x = 0 is set at both x-boundaries, assuming that the boundaries

are far from the region where the TPD instability occurs: φ = 0 at the left boundary (the

laser light propagates from the left) and ∂φ/∂x = 0 at the right boundary. These bound-

ary conditions are consistent with the PIC simulation results,[Yan et al., 2009] where

the TPD modes with the largest amplitudes were localized near the quarter-critical sur-

face. The plasma waves originating near the quarter-critical density surface cannot

propagate far toward the higher-density region beyond their turning points. When prop-

agating towards the lower-density region, plasma waves can be collisionally or Landau

damped. Periodic boundary conditions in the transverse (y) direction are applied. This

code is parallelized for multiple processors with shared memory via OPENMP (Open

Multi-Processing) and with distributed memory via MPI (Message Passing Interface).

We now describe a simulation with parameters relevant to the experiments on OMEGA

to show that, in general, absolute TPD and SRS can co-exist near the quarter-critical

density surface. In this simulation, a static density profile with scale length L = 150 µm

is assumed. The laser intensity is I = 5.2 × 1014 W/cm2, the laser wavelength is

λ = 0.351 µm, and the electron temperature at the quarter-critical-density surface is

Te = 2 keV. The box size is Lx = 1000 c/ω0, Ly = 1024 c/ω0 with the grid intervals
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∆x = 0.25 c/ω0, ∆y = 0.25 c/ω0. The quarter-critical density surface is located at

xqc = 800 c/ω0. The time step is ∆t = 0.176 ω−1
0 . In this case, the TPD threshold

parameter η = 1.9, indicating that TPD threshold has been exceeded. The schematic of

this simulation setup is shown in Fig. 2.1. The seed for the instability in the simulations

is provided by the density perturbations at time zero with random amplitudes uniformly

distributed in the whole simulation box. The mean-square-root value of the seed den-

sity perturbations is on the order of 10−7 of the background density. The growth rates

do not depend on the initial density perturbation value since only the linear regime is

modeled.

TC11943J1

Laser

Density

0.26 nc

0.25 nc

0.21 nc

5
7
 μ

m

45 μm

Density pro!le

Simulation box

y

x

Figure 2.1: Schematic of a GLINTS simulation with parameters relevant to OMEGA

experiments

For the simulation parameters described above, Fig. 2.2 shows the plasma-wave

spectra at times t = 6 ps (Fig. 2.2(a)) and t = 9 ps (Fig. 2.2(b)), and the instability

growth rates (Fig.2.2(c)) averaged over the time interval t = (10 − 15) ps. In the early

instability stage at time t < 6 ps the modes with a wide range of wavevectors k⊥ can

grow with comparable growth rates and form a broad spectrum as shown by Fig. 2.2(a).

The large k⊥ (k⊥ & 0.25) modes in Fig. 2.2(a) are the convective TPD modes, which

stop growing after reaching their convective limits[Liu and Rosenbluth, 1976]. The

absolute modes then become dominant in the spectrum, as shown in Fig. 2.2(b) at time

t = 9 ps. Figure 2.2(c) presents the results for the growth rates, obtained in simulations
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(circles) and in theory (TPD large-β theory[Simon et al., 1983] given by the solid line,

HFHI theory[Afeyan and Williams, 1997c] given by the dashed-dotted line, and SRS

theory[Drake and Lee, 1973] for k⊥ = 0 given by a diamond). To measure the growth

rates in simulations, each k⊥-mode amplitude was averaged over all the longitudinal

coordinates of the simulation region after the time when the absolute modes became

dominant, defining < np(k⊥) >=
√
∫ |np(k⊥)|2dx/

∫

dx. Then the growth rates γ(k⊥)

were calculated from a linear fitting of Log[< np(k⊥) >]. Since the calculations of

the growth rates are carried out at late time when the convective modes would have

satuarted, these growth rates correspond to the absolute instability regime. It can be

observed that two groups of absolute modes remain in the spectrum: the absolute TPD

modes with k⊥ centered around 0.1 ω0/c and the absolute SRS modes with k⊥ ≈ 0.

The growth rate curves are obtained after the saturation of the convective TPD modes.

Comparing the simulation results to the existing theories,[Simon et al., 1983; Afeyan

and Williams, 1997c; Drake and Lee, 1973] one can see that the simulation results near

k⊥ = 0 agree well with the SRS result[Drake and Lee, 1973] and HFHI result[Afeyan

and Williams, 1997c] at k⊥ = 0. The simulation results at larger k⊥ (k⊥ & 0.05) agree

with the TPD result[Simon et al., 1983]. The SRS modes have a moderately larger

growth rate than the TPD modes in this particular case.

A series of GLINTS simulations have been performed in inhomogeneous plasmas

with linear density profiles to compare the simulation results with existing theoreti-

cal results in the absolute instability regime. According to theory,[Simon et al., 1983;

Drake and Lee, 1973; Afeyan and Williams, 1997c] both the maximum TPD growth

rate ΓTPD,max and the SRS growth rate ΓSRS,max are approximately proportional to v0

when well above the threshold. The plasma inhomogeneity provides a correction to the

growth rates. The simulation parameters have been chosen to explore a range of differ-

ent SRS threshold parameters N ≡ k0L(0.5v0/c)3/2 and TPD threshold parameters η

(Table 2.1). For the parameters listed in Table 2.1, Fig. 2.3 shows the instability growth

rate calculated in simulations (circles), in the large-β TPD theory[Simon et al., 1983]
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Figure 2.2: The density perturbation spectra at time t = 5ps (a) and at time t = 9ps (b).

The growth rate as a function of transverse wave number k⊥ (c).

(solid lines), in the HFHI theory[Afeyan and Williams, 1997c] (dashed-dotted lines)

and in the SRS theory[Drake and Lee, 1973] (diamonds) at k⊥ = 0.

In general, the simulation data in Fig. 2.3 show reasonably good agreement with

the theoretical results. At larger k⊥ (k⊥ & 0.1), the simulation results agree better with

the large-β TPD result of Ref. [Simon et al., 1983] than with the HFHI results of

Ref. [Afeyan and Williams, 1997c]. The β -dependence of the growth rates has been

discussed previously[Yan et al., 2010]. Also let us note that the current OMEGA- and

NIF-relevant parameters usually fall in the large-β regime.

The fastest-growing SRS mode is located at k⊥ = 0 [Drake and Lee, 1973; Afeyan

and Williams, 1997b] and the fastest-growing TPD mode has a finite small k⊥ value
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Index
I Te Ln

N β η
γSRS,sim γTPD,sim

ξsim
(W/cm2) (keV) (µm) (×10−4ω0)

a 5.2×1014 1.5 150 0.52 4.29 2.57 7.99 8.24 0.97

b 5.2×1014 1.0 110 0.38 1.91 2.57 5.44 8.91 0.61

c 5.2×1014 3.0 150 0.52 17.17 1.29 8.08 2.08 3.89

d 1.7×1015 3.0 150 1.28 5.15 4.29 23.3 19.2 1.21

e 5.2×1014 4.0 150 0.52 30.52 0.96 8.04 0.0 N/A

f 5.2×1014 1.5 300 1.03 4.29 5.15 12.0 11.3 1.06

Table 2.1: Simulation parameters and peak growth rates in the simulations (Te–electron

temperature, Ln–density gradient, N–SRS threshold parameter, β–TPD-related param-

eter[Simon et al., 1983], η–TPD threshold parameters, γSRS,sim–maximum growth rate

in SRS-related vector domain, γTPD,sim–maximum growth rate in TPD-related vector

domain, ξsim=γSRS,sim/γTPD,sim).

[Simon et al., 1983; Afeyan and Williams, 1997b]. The wavevector k⊥ corresponding

to the maximum growth can be easily distinguished in most cases. The typical growth

rate dependence on k⊥ obtained in simulations (see Fig. 2.3) has two local maxima:

at k⊥ = 0 (i.e. in the SRS maximum growth rate domain) and at finite small k⊥ (i.e.

in the TPD maximum growth rate domain). We should note that, although these two

peaks correspond to the k⊥-modes of maximum growth of the TPD theory[Simon et al.,

1983] and the SRS theory[Drake and Lee, 1973], they are not the canonical TPD[Simon

et al., 1983] or SRS[Drake and Lee, 1973] growth rates because the simulations include

the evolution of all electron plasma waves, not limited by only TPD or SRS modes.

In the following text, we use the notations of TPD growth rates (γTPD,sim) and SRS

growth rates (γSRS,sim) to refer to the peak growth rates in the wavevector-domains,

where maximum growth is achieved in the TPD theory[Simon et al., 1983] and in

the SRS theory[Drake and Lee, 1973]. To determine the fastest-growing mode in the
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system, we define a parameter ξ = γSRS/γTPD as the ratio of maximum SRS and TPD

growth rates. The results for the peak growth rates in simulations are presented in

Table 2.1: for γSRS,sim, for γTPD,sim, and for their ratio: ξsim. Higher laser intensity

or larger density scale length results in larger growth rates for both TPD and SRS as

shown in Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.3. The theoretical SRS growth rate[Drake and Lee, 1973]

is recovered by the HFHI growth rate[Afeyan and Williams, 1997c]. The SRS growth

rate from our simulations is larger than both these theoretical results by up to 19% (19%

difference is in case b in Table 2.1 when the parameter N is the smallest of all cases).

19% difference is due to the fact that in the simulations we do not make approximations

used in Ref. [Drake and Lee, 1973] and Ref. [Afeyan and Williams, 1997b]. There is

better agreement between the two theoretical results and the simulation results as the

SRS threshold parameter N becomes larger, as shown in Fig. 2.3(c) and Fig. 2.3(d). The

only different parameter in these two simulations is the laser intensity. The SRS growth

rate from simulation is closer to the SRS theory [Drake and Lee, 1973] in Fig. 2.3(d)

than in Fig. 2.3(c). The SRS theory[Drake and Lee, 1973; Afeyan and Williams, 1997b]

indicates that the growth rate of SRS does not depend on Te. On the other hand, the TPD

growth rate decreases as Te increases. Higher electron temperatures lead to a decrease

of the TPD growth rates but do not affect the SRS growth rates. As illustrated in Figs.

2.3(a), 2.3(c), and 2.3(e), the TPD growth rates decrease and eventually become zero as

Te increases, while the SRS growth rates measured in simulations remain approximately

the same. This dependence of growth rate on Te in the simulations is consistent with the

theoretical predictions[Simon et al., 1983; Drake and Lee, 1973; Afeyan and Williams,

1997b]. Since the SRS growth rate does not depend on electron temperature Te, we

can see from Figs. 2.3(a), 2.3(b) and 2.3(f) that there is better agreement between

simulations and theory if the density scale length L is larger.

To summarize, better agreement between simulations and theory can be seen if the

SRS threshold parameter N is larger. This result is expected because the theoretical SRS

growth rate[Drake and Lee, 1973] is based on the assumption that the SRS threshold
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parameter N is much greater than 1. For a given laser intensity and a given density

scale length L, when the thresholds of both TPD and SRS are exceeded, decreasing

the electron temperature Te makes the maximum growth rate of TPD greater than the

growth rate of SRS, as it is illustrated in Fig. 2.3(b). Comparing Figs. 2.3(a) and

2.3(f), one can see that the growth rate of SRS is more sensitive to the change of the

scale length L. A larger density scale length L provides more favorable conditions for

the SRS growth. When increasing the laser intensity while keeping L and Te the same,

the maximum SRS growth rate and the maximum TPD growth rate become closer.

Figures 2.3(c) and 2.3(d) illustrate this tendency. This trend can also be seen from

the theoretical growth-rate expressions. When the TPD threshold parameter η is much

larger than 1, the theoretical maximum TPD growth rate [Simon et al., 1983] can be

approximated as

γTPD,max

ω0
= a0

√
I14λµm

[

1−bTPD

(

TkeV

I14λµmLµm

)2/3
]

, (2.8)

where γTPD,max is the theoretical maximum TPD growth rate[Simon et al., 1983] in

the large-β limit, a0 = 1.99× 10−3, and bTPD = 13.1. The theoretical SRS growth

rate[Drake and Lee, 1973] is:

γSRS,max

ω0
= a0

√
I14λµm

(

1−bSRS
1

I
3/4
14

√

λµmLµm

)

, (2.9)

where bSRS = 222. Note that the first terms of the two expressions for the growth rates

(2.8) and (2.9) are the same, and the growth rates of the two instabilities will approach

the same value when the laser intensity I14 becomes larger.

2.2 Competition between the absolute TPD and SRS

modes

In the previous Section it was shown that the growth rates of absolute TPD and SRS

can be comparable for the parameter regimes relevant to the ICF experiments. By defi-
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Figure 2.3: Absolute TPD and SRS growth rates as a function of k⊥ for simulation

parameters from the Table 2.1. The circles are the simulation results; the solid red line

is the theoretical TPD result for large-β [Simon et al., 1983]; the dashed-dotted blue

line is the theoretical HFHI result[Afeyan and Williams, 1997c]; the red diamond at

k⊥ = 0 is the theoretical SRS result[Drake and Lee, 1973].

nition, ξ > 1 means that SRS grows faster than TPD. A sample of ξ values calculated

from the simulation results is shown in Table 2.1. Figure 2.4 shows the contours of ξ

as a function of laser intensity I14 and electron temperature Te predicted by theory and

calculated in our simulations. The maximum TPD growth rate is obtained by using the

large-β expressions in the TPD theory[Simon et al., 1983]. The solid triangles are sim-

ulation results with color representing the value of ξ . The dotted lines divide the plot

area into two parts. The area to the left of the dotted line corresponds to the laser inten-
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sity when SRS is below threshold. According to the SRS theory,[Drake and Lee, 1973]

SRS can grow when the laser intensities are in the area to the right of the dotted line.

The dashed line represents the threshold for TPD. The growth rate of TPD is greater

than zero when the simulation parameters (laser intensities and electron temperature)

lie to the right of the dashed line. To sum up the theoretical results in Fig. 2.4, only

TPD can grow in Region I and only SRS can grow in Region II. Neither TPD nor SRS

can grow in Region III. The growth rate of the instability is small when it is close to

its corresponding threshold line, which means ξ approaches infinity when approaching

the upper part of the dashed line (above the crossing of the dashed line and the dotted

line) and goes to zero when getting close to the lower part of the dotted line (below the

crossing of the dashed line and the dotted line). Also note that all iso-contours converge

to the point where the two threshold lines cross. At that crossing point both instabili-

ties are near their thresholds and the growth rates are small, so even subtle changes in

parameters can affect the growth rates by large percentage, and ξ changes accordingly.

As illustrated in Fig. 2.4, theoretical results[Simon et al., 1983; Drake and Lee, 1973;

Afeyan and Williams, 1997c] predict that when the laser intensity increases, ξ be-

comes close to 1. Our simulation results confirm this prediction. The maximum SRS

growth rate is greater than the maximum TPD growth rate when the electron tem-

perature is above a certain critical temperature Tcr, provided that both instabilities are

above their thresholds. The critical temperature Tcr from theory[Drake and Lee, 1973;

Simon et al., 1983] is shown in Fig. 2.4 by the contour line marked 1.0. It is interesting

to note that the ξ = 1 contour lines depend on the electron temperature so weakly that

they are close to horizontal in Fig. 2.4. The critical temperature Tcr from our simula-

tions is located in Fig. 2.4 in the range between the blue triangles and red triangles. One

can see from Fig. 2.4 that the critical temperatures obtained from the simulations are

close to theoretical results but a bit lower. By comparing Fig.2.4(a) (for L = 150µm)

and Fig. 2.4(b) (for L = 300µm), one can find that the threshold laser intensity for both

instabilities decreases as the scale length increases. The critical temperature Tcr also
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decreases if the scale length increases.

Noticing that the ξ = 1 line in Fig. 2.4 is almost horizontal and always connects

to the crossing of the dashed line and the dotted line, where both TPD and SRS are at

their thresholds, one can estimate the critical temperature Tcr by eliminating the laser

intensity terms in Eq. (2.8) and Eq. (2.9), and calculate the temperature corresponding

to the TPD threshold[Simon et al., 1983] and the SRS threshold[Drake and Lee, 1973].

The estimated critical temperature is

Tcr =
19λ

1/3
µm

L
1/3
µm

, (2.10)

which is plotted in Fig. 2.5. The SRS growth rate is larger than the TPD growth rate

when the temperature is above the theoretical curve provided that both thresholds of

the instabilities are exceeded. The critical temperature obtained in GLINTS simulation

is expected to be a bit smaller than this estimated result.
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Figure 2.4: Isolines of ξ (ξ = γSRS/γTPD) for different scale lengths L: (a) L = 150 µm

and (b) L = 300 µm . The solid colored lines are the contours of ξ calculated from the

SRS[Drake and Lee, 1973] and TPD[Simon et al., 1983] theories. The labels overlaid

on the contour lines denote different ξ -values. Solid triangles are the simulation re-

sults. The dotted lines correspond to the SRS threshold[Drake and Lee, 1973]. (SRS is

below threshold to the left of the dotted line.) The dashed lines correspond to the TPD

threshold[Simon et al., 1983]. (TPD is below threshold to the left of the dashed line.)
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Figure 2.5: The estimated critical temperature Tcr as a function of density scale length.

The SRS growth rate is larger when above the blue line; the TPD growth rate is larger

when below the blue line. The laser wavelength is 0.351µm in this plot.
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3 Linear stage of TPD and SRS

instabilities driven by obliquely

incident laser light

Two-plasmon–decay (TPD) and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) are the two laser–

plasma interaction processes important for inertial confinement fusion (ICF) experi-

ments because the thresholds of these instabilities are usually exceeded in the ICF ex-

periments and the evolution of these parametric instabilities can lead to the generation

of fast (hot) electrons. Hot electrons with energies much larger than the energies of

thermal electrons in plasma can preheat the fusion fuel of ICF targets and reduce the

fusion efficiency.

Both TPD and SRS develop as a result of the decay of the pump electromagnetic

wave into two daughter waves, one of which is the electron plasma wave. The second

daughter wave is another electron plasma wave in the case of TPD and the electromag-

netic wave in the case of SRS. The matching conditions for the and the frequencies

of the pump and two daughter waves determine (1) that in inhomogeneous plasmas

SRS can develop at plasma densities up to the plasma’s quarter-critical density nc and

(2) that TPD can develop at densities close to the quarter-critical density (where the

plasma critical density nc = meω2
0/4πe2 depends on the frequency ω0 of the incident

laser light).
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The theory of the TPD instability in inhomogeneous plasmas has been studied by

several groups in the absolute instability regime [Lee and Kaw, 1974; Liu and Rosen-

bluth, 1976; Simon et al., 1983] for normal laser incidence (when the pump laser wave

vector is parallel to the density gradient), with the most-accurate threshold conditions

for the absolute TPD instability obtained by A. Simon et al[Simon et al., 1983]. After

transforming the linearized equations describing the TPD instability into a Schrödinger-

type equation in k-space and solving it as an eigenvalue problem, the modes correspond-

ing to a small range of k⊥ (k⊥ is the component of the daughter wave vector perpendicu-

lar to the pump wave vector) were found to be absolutely unstable[Liu and Rosenbluth,

1976; Simon et al., 1983]. Later, the absolute TPD instability was revisited using the

variational method. [Afeyan and Williams, 1997b] The relation between the results of

the two methods depends on the parameter β = 1.22×T 2
keV/(I14λ 2

µm), where TkeV is the

electron temperature in keV, I14 is the incident laser intensity in 1014W/cm2, and λµm is

the laser wavelength in microns. The variational method[Afeyan and Williams, 1997b]

recovered the results corresponding to the small-β case in Ref. [Simon et al., 1983].

The TPD growth rate’s dependence on β was confirmed in the numerical simulations

directly solving the TPD equations[Yan et al., 2010]. The TPD threshold parameter

η = I14Lµm/233 TkeV (where Lµm is the density scale length) was introduced for β ≫ 1

in Ref. [Simon et al., 1983] for the normal incidence of a plane-wave laser light.

As for the theory of SRS, the SRS instability in inhomogeneous plasmas is usually

convective unless the instability develops near the quarter-critical density[Drake and

Lee, 1973; Afeyan and Williams, 1997a] or the scattered light wave propagates at al-

most 90◦ sideward[Liu et al., 1974]. The threshold condition for the absolute growth of

the stimulated Raman backscattering[Drake and Lee, 1973] (SRBS) near the quarter-

critical density was obtained in the normal laser incidence case. The SRBS can develop

when the SRS threshold parameter N ≡ k0L(0.5v0/c)3/2 > 0.375, where k0 is the local

wave vector of the laser pump and v0 is the electron oscillation velocity in the laser

field.
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In the current ICF experiments, the incident laser beams usually propagate in plasma

at an angle to the density gradient. Generally speaking, there are two types of oblique

laser incidence cases: the p-polarized case, where the laser’s electric-field vector lies

in the plane defined by the laser wave vector and the density gradient; and the s-

polarized case, where the laser’s electric-field vector is perpendicular to this plane.

The TPD driven by the p- and s-polarized obliquely incident laser waves was studied

using the variational method;[Afeyan and Williams, 1997b] the threshold was found

to be lower for the oblique laser incidence case than for the normal laser incidence

case. The lower threshold can be explained by a longer scale length “seen” by the

TPD daughter waves when driven by the obliquely incident laser. The absolute SRBS

driven by the p-polarized obliquely incident laser beam was modeled in fluid-type sim-

ulations[Biskamp and Welter, 1975]. The SRBS was found to be much weaker in the

oblique laser incidence case than in the normal incidence case because the coupling

between the scattered light wave and the laser pump wave that drives the instability is

weaker in the oblique laser incidence case.

Although the theories for TPD and SRS were developed separately at first, the SRS

and TPD can coexist in the plasma region near the quarter-critical density where they

have comparable growth rates. This instability is known as the high frequency hybrid

instability (HFHI)[Afeyan and Williams, 1997c]. The growth rate of the HFHI recov-

ers the SRBS theoretical results[Drake and Lee, 1973] when k⊥ = 0 and approaches

the TPD theoretical results[Simon et al., 1983] in the small-β limit when k⊥ increases.

The overall threshold for the instability is defined by the lowest among the thresholds

of TPD and SRBS. The TPD and SRS in the normal laser incidence case were studied

in the fluid-type simulations[Chapter 2], and reasonable agreement between the simu-

lation and theoretical results was found.

The remainder of this Chapter is organized as follows: In Sec. 3.1 the formalism

suggested in Ref. [Simon et al., 1983] for the study of TPD in the normal laser inci-

dence case is generalized to the oblique laser incidence case. The analytical growth
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rates for absolute TPD are obtained in Sec. 3.2 and compared with the results of the

fluid-type GLINTS simulations in Sec. 3.3. In Sec. 3.4 the absolute SRS driven by

the obliquely incident laser beams is modeled in the SRS-only GLINTS simulations.

In Sec. 3.5 the results of the GLINTS simulations including both TPD and SRS are

discussed.

3.1 TPD equations for oblique laser incidence

In this section the equations describing the linear stage of TPD in inhomogeneous plas-

mas are analyzed in the case where the laser propagates in a plasma at an angle to the

density gradient (the oblique laser incidence case). Let us consider a monochromatic

plane wave incident on an inhomogeneous plasma and assume that the density gradient

is in x direction and the electric vector of the electromagnetic wave is polarized in y

direction. The angle between the laser wave vector and the density gradient near the

quarter-critical density is θ . The electric-field amplitude of the incident laser can be

written as ~E0 = 2E0(cosθ ŷ− sinθ x̂)cos(k0 cosθx+ k0 sinθy−ω0t), where E0 is the

electric-field amplitude, k0 is the local laser wave vector, ω0 is the laser frequency, and

x̂ and ŷ are the unit vectors along x and y directions, respectively. This geometry is

known as p polarization because the electric-field vector is in the plane defined by the

laser wave vector and the density gradient. The electron oscillation velocity ~v0 is de-

fined by the following equation: d~v0/dt = e~E0/m, where e is the electron charge and m

is the electron mass.

The analysis of the TPD instability begins with the following linearized TPD equa-

tions[Simon et al., 1983]:

∂ψ

∂ t
=

eφ

m
− 3v2

en

n0
−~v0 ·∇ψ, (3.1)

∂n

∂ t
+∇ · (n0∇ψ)+~v0 ·∇n = 0, (3.2)
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where ψ is the electron velocity potential, φ is the electric static potential, ve is the

electron thermal velocity, n0 is the local background electron density and n is the elec-

tron density perturbation. The Fourier transforms in two spatial dimensions and time

are defined as follows:

ψk,ω(kx,ky) =
∫

ψ(x,y, t)exp[i(kxx+ kyy−ωt)]dxdydt. (3.3)

The background density profile near the quarter-critical density can be approxi-

mated by a linear dependence on the coordinate x: n0 = N(1+x/L), and Eqs. (3.1) and

(3.2) after the Fourier transformations become

iωψ =−
(

ω2
p

k2
+3v2

e

)

n

N
+ i(~v0 ·~ks)ψd + i(~v∗0 ·~kd)ψs, (3.4)

iωn− k2Nψ +
iN

L
~k · ∂

∂kx

(~kψ) = i(~v0 ·~ks)nd + i(~v∗0 ·~kd)ns. (3.5)

The Poisson’s equation ∇2φ = 4πne has been used to eliminate φ , subscripts d and

s correspond to different wave vectors and frequencies, ωd ≡ ω −ω0, ωs ≡ ω +ω0,

~kd ≡~k−~k0, and~ks ≡~k+~k0. After keeping only ω and ωd terms, Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5)

can be truncated to

iωψ =−
(

ω2
p

k2
+3v2

e

)

n

N
+ i(v0xksx + v0yksy)ψd, (3.6)

iωdψd =−
(

ω2
p

k2
d

+3v2
e

)

nd

N
+ i[v∗0x(kdx − k0x)+ v∗0y(kdy − k0y)]ψ, (3.7)

iωn = k2Nψ − iN

L

(

∂u

∂kx
− kx

k2
u

)

+ i(v0xksx + v0yksy)nd, (3.8)

iωdnd = k2
dNψd −

iN

L

(

∂ud

∂kx
− kdx

k2
d

ud

)

+ i[v∗0x(kdx − k0x)+ v∗0y(kdy − k0y)]n, (3.9)

where subscripts x and y denote the x and y components, respectively.
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After substituting Eq. (3.8) into Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.9) into Eq. (3.7) and introduc-

ing new variables u = k2ψ and ud = k2
dψ , one obtains

[

ω2 − (ω2
p +3k2v2

e)
]

u+
i

L
ω2

p

(

∂u

∂kx
− kx

k2
u

)

=

[

v0x(kx + k0x)+ v0y(ky + k0y)
]

ωp

(

k2

k2
d

−1

)

ud, (3.10)

[

ω2
d − (ω2

p +3k2v2
e)
]

ud +
i

L
ω2

p

(

∂ud

∂kx
− kdx

k2
ud

)

=

−
[

v∗0x(kdx − k0x)+ v∗0y(kdy − k0y)
]

ωp

(

k2
d

k2
−1

)

u. (3.11)

To obtain the coupled equations above, v2
e/c2,~k ·~v0/ω0 and (k0L)−1 are considered to

be small compared to unity and their bilinear combinations are neglected.

The following transformations

u =W+ exp

[

iL

ω2
p

∫ kx

(

ω2 −ω2
p −3k2v2

e −
iω2

p

L

kx

k2

)

dkx

]

, (3.12)

ud =W− exp

[

iL

ω2
p

∫ kx

(

ω2
d −ω2

p −3k2
dv2

e −
iω2

p

L

kdx

k2
d

)

dkx

]

, (3.13)

leave only one term containing a k-space derivative on the left-hand sides of the Eqs.

(3.10) and (3.11).

The following definitions are introduced:

~k+ ≡~k =

(

κx +
1

2
k0x

)

x̂+

(

κy +
1

2
k0y

)

ŷ,

~k− ≡~kd =

(

κx −
1

2
k0x

)

x̂+

(

κy −
1

2
k0y

)

ŷ,

ω+ ≡ ω = ωp +∆,

ω− ≡ ω = ωp −∆,

~k =~κ +
~k0

2
.
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Also note that for a plane wave~v0 ·~k0 = 0. The coupled Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) become

iω2
p

L

dW+

dκx

=
2ωp

(

~v0 ·~k+
)(

~κ ·~k0

)

k2
−

W− exp

(

iL

ω2
p

I

)

, (3.14)

iω2
p

L

dW−
dκx

=
2ωp

(

~v∗0 ·~k−
)(

~κ ·~k0

)

k2
+

W+ exp

(

− iL

ω2
p

I

)

, (3.15)

where

I ≡
∫ κx

[

−4∆ωp +6
(

κxk0x +κyk0y

)

v2
e −

iω2
p

L

(

k−x

k2
−

− k+x

k2
+

)

]

dκx.

Eliminating W−, one has

d2W+

dκ2
x

− f
dW+

dκx

+
4L2(~k+ ·~v0)(~k− ·~v∗0)(~κ ·~k0)

2

ω2
pk2

−k2
+

W+ = 0 (3.16)

where

f ≡ d

dκx

[

iL

ω2
p

I − ln

(

k2
−

~κ ·~k0

)

+ ln(~κ ·~v0)

]

.

The transformation

W+ = v+ exp

(

1

2

∫ κx

f (κ ′
x,κy)dκ ′

x

)

leads to a Schrödinger-type equation for v+:

d2v+

dκ2
x

+
Q

k2
0

v+ = 0, (3.17)

where Q ≡ Q0 +Q1 +Q2,

Q0 =
k2

0L2

ω2
p

[

4(~k+ ·~v0)(~k− ·~v∗0)(~k0 ·~κ)2

k2
+k2

−
+

(3~κ ·~k0v2
e −ω0∆)2

ω2
p

]

, (3.18)

Q1 =
3iLk0xk2

0v2
e

ω2
p

− iLk2
0

ω2
p

(3~κ ·~k0v2
e −ω0∆)H, (3.19)

Q2 =
k2

0

2

(

dH

dκx
− H2

2

)

, (3.20)
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Figure 3.1: The wave-vector diagram for waves in the two-plasmon–decay instability

for oblique laser incidence.

and

H =

[

k0x

(

1
4
k2

0 +κ2
y

)2 − k0xκ4
x −2κxκyk0y

(

κ2 + 1
4
k2

0

)

k2
+k2

−(~κ ·~k0)
− k0y

k0xky − k0ykx

]

.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the relation between the wave vectors of the two daughter

waves and the incident laser pump wave in the TPD. The angle θ is the angle between

the density gradient direction (x) and the laser wave vector, and ϕ is the angle between

~κ and~k0. Note that the angle ϕ can be positive or negative. Let κ0 be the projection

of ~κ onto~k0, then κ = κ0/cosϕ . The potential is normalized by redefining κ0 = κ0/k0

and introducing the following dimensionless quantities:

α =
4L|v0|k2

0

ω0
, (3.21)

β =
9v4

ek2
0

v2
0ω2

0

, (3.22)

q =
κ0 tanϕ

k0
, (3.23)

Ω =
ω0∆

3v2
ek2

0

. (3.24)

If one expands the expression for the potential Q with respect to tanϕ , the potential
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terms become

Q0 = α2

[

κ2
0 q2

Ḡ
+β (κ0 −Ω)2

]

, (3.25)

Q1 = iα
√

β [cosθ − (κ0 −Ω)M] , (3.26)

Q2 =
1

2

(

dM

dκx
− M2

2

)

, (3.27)

where

M =
1
16
(1+4κ2

0 +4q2)
[

8κ0qsinθ +(1−4κ2
0 +4q2)cosθ

]

Ḡκ0

− sinθ

q
(3.28)

and

Ḡ =

(

κ2
0 +

1

4
+q2

)2

−κ2
0 . (3.29)

It is straightforward to recover the equations for the normal incidence case[Simon

et al., 1983] by setting θ = 0. Note that since κ0 tanϕ is now equivalent to the parameter

ky in the normal laser incidence case, the expression for Q0 is the same as in the normal

laser incidence case (there is no explicit dependence on θ in Q0).

The existence of a localized WKB solution for Eq. (3.17) requires that Q possesses

two turning points and satisfies the Bohr–Sommerfeld condition

∫ κ2

κ1

Q1/2dκx =

(

n+
1

2

)

π. (3.30)

where κ1 and κ2 are the two turning points, i.e., Q(κ1) = Q(κ2) = 0.

Note that the integration variable is κx, so Q from Eqs. (3.18)–(3.20) should be

used. In the limit of L → ∞, two turning points come together at a point where κ0 = κtp

and Q0(κtp) = (dQ0/dκx)κtp = 0. After substituting Q0 into these two equations, one

has
κ2

tpq2

Ḡ
+β (κtp −Ωtp)

2 = 0, (3.31)

2β cosθ(κtp −Ωtp)+
2cosθκtpq2 −2κ2

tpqsinθ

Ḡ

−
κ2

tpq2
[

κtp cosθ(4κ2
tp +4q2 −1)−qsinθ(4κ2

tp +4q2 +1)
]

Ḡ2
= 0. (3.32)
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Equations (3.31) and (3.32) determine the values of κtp and Ωtp.

By expanding Q around the turning points and using Eq. (3.30), one can evaluate

the effect of inhomogeneity on the instability growth rate. The correction to Ω is

Ω1 =

(

n+ 1
2

)(

−2∂ 2Q0/∂κ2
x

)1/2 −Q1

∂Q0/∂Ω

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

κtp,Ωtp

, (3.33)

where

d2Q0

dκ2
x

= α2

[

2cos2 θq2 +2sin2 θκ2
0 −4sin2θκ0q

Ḡ

+
4κ0qḠ′(κ0 sinθ −qcosθ)−κ2

0 q2Ḡ′′

Ḡ2
+

2Ḡ′2κ2
0 q2

Ḡ3
+2β cos2 θ

]

,

(3.34)

dQ0

dΩ
= 2α2β (Ω0 −κ0), (3.35)

and

Ḡ′ = κtp cosθ(4κ2
tp +4q2 −1)−qsinθ(4κ2

tp +4q2 +1),

Ḡ′′ = 8(κ2
tp −κtpqsin2θ +q2)− cos2θ(1−4κ2

tp +4q2).

3.2 Theoretical growth rates and thresholds for TPD

It is easy to prove that if the angle of incidence θ is small (θ ≪ q ≪ 1), the threshold

condition corresponds to the normal laser incidence case.

Considering the case when β ≫ 1, κ0 ≡ p+ 1/2, Ω ≡ Ω̃+ 1/2 and assume p =

O(q)≪ 1. Under these assumptions, Ḡ ≈ p2 + q2, Ḡ′ ≈ −2pcosθ , and Ḡ′′ ≈ 2. The

leading potential terms Q0 and Q1 become

Q0 = α2

[

q

4(q2 + p2)
+β (Ω̃− p)2

]

, (3.36)

Q1 = iα
√

β

[

cosθ − pcosθ(Ω̃− p)

q2 + p2

]

, (3.37)
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and Eqs. (3.31) and (3.32) become

q

q2 + p2
+4β (Ω̃tp − p)2 = 0, (3.38)

4β cosθ(p− Ω̃tp)+
q2 pcosθ

(q2 + p2)2
= 0. (3.39)

Defining ψ ≡ p/q and combining Eqs. (3.38) and (3.39), one obtains

(1+ψ2)3 +(4βq)−1ψ = 0, (3.40)

which is the same equation as in the normal laser incidence case. One can continue to

evaluate Eq. (3.33) and find that the angle of incidence θ does not appear explicitly

in the growth rate expression. In the normal laser incidence case, the value of q cor-

responding to the maximum growth-rate is usually small (about 0.1). The assumption

θ ≪ q means that θ is much smaller than 6◦, which corresponds to a very narrow range

of angles.

One can use the large-β approximation[Simon et al., 1983] without making as-

sumptions about the value of θ . Let us define κtp ≡ 1/2+ψq and eliminate (κtp−ωt p)

in Eqs. (3.31) and (3.32). Noting that the resulting equation depends on θ only through

tanθ , one can consider the angles for which tanθ . 1 or θ . 45◦, treat βq2 as being

of the order of 1, expand terms in a power series of q, and keep only the leading term.

The result is

(1+ψ2)3 +
ψ2(1+ψ tanθ)2

4βq2
= 0. (3.41)

Once Eq. (3.41) is solved and ψ is obtained, the zeroth order of the frequency is

readily calculated by substituting ψ into Eq. (3.32). Using the assumption βq2 ∼ 1 and

tanθ . 1 consistently and expanding the expressions as power series of q, one obtains

Ω0 =
1

2
+

q(1+2ψ2 +ψ3 tanθ)

ψ(1+ψ tanθ)
. (3.42)
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The next order of the expression for the frequency can be calculated by substituting

ψ and Ω0 into Eq. (3.33). The potential term Q1 is zero for all angles of incidence. The

leading term in Ω1 is

Ω1 =

√

β

α
ω1, (3.43)

where

ω1 =− q

ψ

2(2n+1)(1+ψ2)2

ψ(1+ψ tanθ)2
×

√

2ψ(ψ2 −2)sin2θ +(5ψ2 −1)cos2θ −ψ2 −1

2ψ2
. (3.44)

Solutions to the sixth-order polynomial Eq. (3.41) can be found numerically. For

a given set of parameters α , β , and θ (in other words, given the scale length L, the

electron temperature Te, the laser intensity I, and the angle of incidence θ ), six complex

roots of Eq. (3.41) can be found for each q. Figure 3.2 shows the six complex roots for

q ∈ [0,0.5] in the complex plane for ψ . Different roots correspond to different colors.

The root describing the instability must satisfy the following conditions:

1. The x component of ~k+ = ~κ + ~k0/2 is positive, which ensures that the plasma

daughter wave with a larger wave vector propagates in the same direction as the

laser pump wave.

2. The imaginary part of Ω0 is greater than 0 when q is sufficiently large, which

means that the system is stable for large ky. The imaginary part of Ω0 must be

smaller than 0 for small q so that the unstable modes exist.

3. The imaginary part of Ω1 is greater than 0 for small q so that the inhomogeneity is

stabilizing the system. The real part of Ω0+Ω1 is close to 1/2 since k2
+−k2

− ≈ k2
0.

If q is positive, the part of the solution near the positive imaginary axis (correspond-

ing to the blue line in Fig. 3.2) is chosen after applying the criteria described above. If

q is negative, the part of the solution near the negative imaginary axis (the light green
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Figure 3.2: The solution to Eq. (3.41) in the complex plane for ψ . Lines with different

colors correspond to different roots moving in the complex plane when q changes from

0 to 0.5. In this figure, β = 5.7 and θ = 40◦.

line) satisfies the criteria described above. Note that |ψ| is of the order of 1. The as-

sumption p ∼ O(q) is justified. The threshold condition can be obtained by setting the

growth rate to zero and rearranging Eqs. (3.42) and (3.43) as follows:

3α

4
√

β
=

−3Im(ω1)

4Im(Ω0)
. (3.45)

The right-hand side of Eq. (3.45) is a function of ψ and θ . For each θ , ψ is the solu-

tion of Eq. (3.41). The solution depends only on βq2, which can be any positive real

number. By minimizing the right-hand side of Eq. (3.45), one can obtain the thresh-

old condition for each angle of incidence θ . The threshold condition [left-hand side

of Eq. (3.45)] is plotted as a function of θ in Fig. 3.3. The solid red line in Fig. 3.3

corresponds to the adjustment of the normal laser incidence TPD result: namely to re-

placing the scale length L in the TPD parameter[Simon et al., 1983] η with L/cos2 θ .

The dashed–dotted green line corresponds to the TPD theory for the oblique incidence

[minimizing the right-hand side of Eq. (3.45)]. Figure 3.3 clearly shows that the thresh-
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old predicted by the TPD theory for the oblique laser incidence decreases slower than

the threshold for the normal laser incidence adjusted by replacing L with L/cos2 θ in

η . The expansion of the potential Q [see Eq. (3.33)] is only valid when the threshold is

well exceeded. It can be demonstrated that the term Q0 is of the same order as the term

Q2 when the threshold parameter η is close to 1 [Simon et al., 1983]. Therefore the

threshold (the dashed–dotted green line in Fig. 3.3) obtained here is an extrapolation of

the growth rates, which should be checked against the results of numerical simulations.

Figure 3.3: The TPD threshold condition as a function of the angle of incidence θ when

β ≫ 1. The solid red line is the threshold condition for normal laser incidence adjusted

by L → L/cos2 θ in η . The dashed–dotted green line is obtained by minimizing the

right-hand side of Eq. (3.45).

In the small-β limit[Simon et al., 1983] (β ≪ 1 but βq2 is finite) one can asymp-

totically expand Eqs. (3.31) and (3.32) in q. The resulting equation for ψ is

βq
(

ψ2 +1
)4

+ψ
(

ψ2 −1
)2

tanθ(ψ tanθ +2)+
(

ψ2 −1
)2

= 0. (3.46)

The eighth-order polynomial [Eq. (3.46)] can be solved numerically. The roots can be

filtered using the same conditions as in the large-β case. Then the leading term in the
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expression for the frequency is

Ω0 = q

[

ψ − ψ
(

ψ2 −1
)

(ψ tanθ +1)

βq2 (ψ2 +1)
3

]

. (3.47)

Here κtp is approximated as κtp = 1+ψq. The next-order terms in the expression for

the frequency are readily evaluated by substituting Ω0 and κtp into Eq. (3.33). When

Q1 is neglected, one obtains

Ω1 =

√
A
(

ψ2 +1
)

cosθ

2α (ψ2 −1)
, (3.48)

where

A =−2
{

ψ
[(

ψ2 −3
)

cosθ −3ψ sinθ
]

+ sinθ
}

ψ(ψ sinθ + cosθ)
. (3.49)

The growth rate is the imaginary part of the frequency: γ = Im(Ω0+Ω1). The threshold

condition is obtained by setting the growth rate to zero and minimizing the value of

3α/4
√

β , which is expressed in terms of ψ and θ . The threshold condition in the small-

β case is plotted in Fig. 3.4. Figure 3.4 illustrates that there is a reasonable agreement

between the results of the TPD theory for oblique laser incidence and the results for the

normal laser incidence adjusted by changing the scale length L to L/cos2 θ .

3.3 GLINTS simulations of TPD

The TPD theory for the oblique laser incidence described above can be compared with

the numerical simulations using the fluid-type code GLINTS[Chapter 2]. By setting

the vector potential ~A in the GLINTS equations[Chapter 2] to zero, one can recover the

TPD equations[Simon et al., 1983]. The incident laser wave amplitude is prescribed

in GLINTS. To solve the TPD equations by the Fourier transform method, the angle

of incidence θ must satisfy the periodic boundary condition in the y direction, i.e.,

2πLy sinθ/k0 must be integer, where Ly is the size of the simulation box in the y direc-

tion and k0 is the local wave vector of the incident laser.
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Figure 3.4: The TPD threshold condition as a function of the angle of incidence θ when

β ≪ 1. The solid red line is the threshold condition for the normal laser incidence

adjusted by L → L/cos2 θ in η . The dashed–dotted green line corresponds to the TPD

theory for the oblique laser incidence.

To study the dependence of TPD growth rates on the angle of incidence θ , GLINTS

simulations have been performed for five different θ values (θ = 0, 10◦, 20◦, 30◦, and

40◦) and compared with theories. The theoretical growth rates are originally expressed

as functions of k⊥, where k⊥ is the wave vector in the transverse direction with respect

to the laser propagation. To translate from the variable k⊥ to the variable ky (the wave

vector in the y-direction) in simulations, we have assumed that the wave vector of the

mode with maximum growth rate satisfies the well-known TPD hyperbola formula for

wave vectors[Meyer and Zhu, 1993]. As sketched in Fig. (3.5), for a given TPD mode

k1 with the transverse wave vector k⊥, the ky value in simulations is different from k⊥.

It is also possible that some modes with different k⊥ may correspond to the same ky.

In this case, the growth rate is taken to be the greatest of the growth rates for these

modes. Strictly speaking, the laser wave vector k0 in the TPD hyperbola formula is

defined locally so that the hyperbola formula is different for different densities. The
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region near the quarter-critical density where the absolute TPD modes may grow is

small enough that the differences in the k0 can be neglected. The results presented here

have taken k0 as a constant number corresponding to exactly quarter-critical density

k0 =
√

0.75.

Figure 3.5: Schematic of the TPD hyperbola-type relation for wave vectors in the

GLINTS simulations for the oblique laser incidence. The angle between the laser wave

vector k0 and the x direction is θ . The theoretical growth rate[Simon et al., 1983] of the

TPD mode k1 is calculated as a function of the transverse wave vector k⊥. The growth

rates in simulations are presented as a function of ky, where ky is the wave vector in y

direction in the simulations.

Figure 3.6 shows the instability growth rate as a function of ky. The solid red curves,

noted as adjusted TPD theory, are theoretical results for normal laser incidence[Simon

et al., 1983] with the scale length L replaced by L/cos2 θ . The dashed blue curves,

noted as TPD theory for the oblique laser incidence, are obtained by solving Eq. (3.41)

and evaluating Eqs. (3.42) and (3.43). The dashed–dotted green line, noted as the

exact numerical solution for oblique incidence, are obtained by solving numerically
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Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18) (the original equation in the wave-vector space) without any as-

sumptions about the value of β . The black circles are the GLINTS simulation results.

Since the quantities in GLINTS simulations are real numbers, by taking a snapshot

of the data, one cannot distinguish the forward- and backward-propagating waves. The

growth rate was obtained by fitting the averaged Fourier-transformed modes of the den-

sity perturbation < np(ky) >=
√
∫ |np(ky)|2dx/

∫

dx. The growth rate curve therefore

is also symmetric around the ky axis. There are generally three peaks at ky > 0 when

plotting the growth rate as a function of ky. The peak with the largest ky corresponds to

the mode with the larger wave-vector plasmon among the two daughter waves and its

k⊥ value is positive. The peak in the middle corresponds to the mode with the larger

wave-vector plasmon but its k⊥ value is negative. The peak with smallest ky value cor-

responds to the smaller wave vector plasmons among the two daughter waves. Note that

the widths of the peaks are different due to the rotation of the TPD hyperbola, which is

confirmed by the exact numerical solution for oblique incidence. The peaks can have

different heights because the modes with positive k⊥ “see” a longer scale length than

the modes with negative k⊥ see. As a result, the growth rate of the positive k⊥ modes is

larger and their threshold is lower[Afeyan and Williams, 1997b]. The differences in the

height of the peaks in the simulations results are not prominent and are within the nu-

merical margins associated with the growth-rate fitting procedure. The three theoretical

results (the adjusted TPD theory, the TPD theory for the oblique laser incidence, and

the exact numerical solution for oblique incidence) are identical when θ = 0, as shown

in Fig. 3.6(a). The simulation results are generally close to the three theoretical results.

The locations of the peaks in the GLINTS simulation results agree very well with the

theoretical results, indicating that the fastest-growing modes correspond to the rotated

hyperbola in the oblique incidence case. The width of the peaks in simulations is larger

than the predictions of the adjusted TPD theory and the TPD theory for the oblique laser

incidence, especially when θ is large. This can be related to the large-β assumptions

used when obtaining the simplified potential Q since the width of the peaks from the
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exact numerical solution for oblique incidence agrees well with the simulation results.

Note that the growth rates at ky = 0 can be greater than zero for some angles of inci-

dence, which is correctly predicted by the three theories in the θ = 10◦ case. The exact

numerical solution for oblique incidence is the only theoretical result that has non-zero

growth rates at ky = 0 in the θ = 30◦ and 40◦ cases, which agrees with the simulation

results.

Figure 3.6: The growth rates as functions of ky. The black circles are the simulation

results. The red curves are the theoretical results for the normal laser incidence [Simon

et al., 1983] with the scale lengths L replaced by L/cos2 θ . The dashed blue curves are

obtained by solving Eq. (3.41) and evaluating Eqs. (3.42) and (3.43). Five simulations

with the angle of incidence θ = 0, 10◦, 20◦, 30◦ and 40◦ were performed. The other

parameters are: the laser intensity I = 8× 1014 W/cm2, the density scale length L =

130µm and the electron temperature Te = 2 keV.

The results of the TPD theory for the oblique laser incidence have been compared

with the GLINTS simulation results for various parameters (see Table 3.1). Simulations

have been performed for five angles of incidence (θ = 0, 10◦, 20◦, 30◦, and 40◦) for
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Index I(W/cm2) Te(keV) Ln(µm) α β η

a 4.3×1014 2.0 300 53.7 9.2 3.2

b 6.9×1014 2.0 130 29.4 5.7 2.2

c 6.9×1014 1.0 75 17.0 1.4 2.6

d 3.3×1014 2.0 130 20.3 20.0 1.1

Table 3.1: Simulation parameters for TPD-only GLINTS simulations for the oblique

laser incidence (I–laser intensity, Te–electron temperature, α and β–TPD-related pa-

rameters[Simon et al., 1983], η–TPD threshold parameter).

each set of parameters. The maximum growth rates are plotted as a function of the angle

of incidence in Fig. 3.7. In general, the TPD theory for the oblique laser incidence

(dashed blue line) shows the same tendency as the adjusted TPD theory (solid red line).

One can see that the difference between the adjusted TPD theory (solid red line) and the

TPD theory for the oblique laser incidence (dashed blue line) increases as the angle of

incidence θ increases. As seen in Figs. 3.7(a) and 3.7(b), the simulation results (black

circles) generally lie between the two theoretical results when the large-β assumption

is justified, regardless of the scale length being large [as in Fig. 3.7(a)] or small [as in

Fig. 3.7(b)]. If the parameter β is of the order of 1 as in Fig. 3.7(c), the maximum

growth rate in simulations is larger than the theoretical results when θ = 0 [Yan et al.,

2010]. Note that when the TPD threshold parameter η is close to 1 [as in Table 3.1 line

(d) and Fig. 3.7(d)], the growth rate is small and the growth rate in simulations can be

influenced by the numerical accuracy and the evolution of convective modes; therefore

the two data points (for θ = 0 and 10◦) in Fig. 3.7(d) have larger accuracy margins.

Generally, the growth rates in simulations are in good agreement with the adjusted TPD

theory when θ is large. In fact, the agreement with the adjusted TPD theory is better

when η is closer to 1 [compare Fig. 3.7(d) with Figs. 3.7(a)–3.7(c)], which suggests

that the threshold decreases as cos2 θ when θ increases.
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Figure 3.7: The maximum growth rates of TPD for parameters listed in Table 3.1 as

a function of the angle of incidence. The black circles with error bars are the simula-

tion results. The solid red curves correspond to the theoretical results for the normal

laser incidence[Simon et al., 1983] with the scale lengths L replaced by L/cos2 θ . The

dashed blue curves were obtained by solving Eq. (3.41) and evaluating Eqs. (3.42) and

(3.43).

One way to estimate the threshold condition through GLINTS simulations is to ex-

trapolate the growth rates obtained in simulations. In Fig. 3.8, the maximum growth

rates obtained in simulations (black circles) are plotted as a function of the laser inten-

sity. The red line corresponds to the adjusted TPD theory, which replaces the density

scale length L with L/cos2 θ . The angle of incidence for all simulations in Fig. 3.8 is

40◦. The dashed blue lines are the results of TPD theory for the oblique laser incidence.

The parameters used in Figs. 3.8(a) and 3.8(b) correspond to the large-β regime: the

incident laser wave length λ0 = 0.351 µm, the electron temperature Te = 2 keV, and the

density scale length L = 300 µm in Fig. 3.8(a) and 130 µm in Fig. 3.8(b). The growth

rates calculated using the two theories are close to each other for a wide range of laser
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intensities with the growth rates in the TPD theory for the oblique laser incidence being

smaller than the growth rates in the adjusted TPD theory. The simulation results are

often between the two theoretical results and agree better with the results of the TPD

theory for the oblique laser incidence when the intensity is large. The simulation re-

sults agree better with the adjusted TPD theory when approaching the threshold, which

suggests that the threshold condition associated with the red line in Fig. 3.3 is in rea-

sonable agreement with the simulation results. The parameters used in Figs. 3.8(c) and

3.8(d) correspond to the small-β regime: the incident laser wave length λ0 = 1.0 µm,

the electron temperature Te = 0.2 keV, and the density scale length L = 45 µm in Fig.

3.8(c) and 18 µm in Fig. 3.8(d). The blue lines in Figs. 3.8(c) and 3.8(d) were obtained

by evaluating Eq. (3.48). One can see the theoretical results and the simulation results

agree better for the longer scale length [Fig. 3.8(c)] than for the shorter scale length

[Fig. 3.8(d)]. In both cases, the thresholds evaluated from the simulations are lower

than the thresholds from the two theories. Note that the parameters relevant to the ICF

experiments usually correspond to the large-β regime.

3.4 GLINTS simulations of SRS

It is possible to model only the SRS in GLINTS simulations by neglecting the TPD-

related terms. The SRS-only GLINTS simulations solve the following equations:

(

∂ 2

∂ t2
−∇2 +n0

)

~A1 =−n~v0, (3.50)

∂n

∂ t
+∇ · (n0∇ψ) = 0, (3.51)

∂ψ

∂ t
=−~v0 ·~A1 +φ −3v2

e

n

n0
. (3.52)

The absolute instability in a inhomogeneous plasma is a possible solution to these

equations if the instability occurs very close to the quarter-critical density[Drake and

Lee, 1973] or if the scattered light wave propagates perpendicular to the 2-D plane in
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Figure 3.8: The maximum growth rates of TPD for parameters listed in Table 3.1 as a

function of the angle of incidence. The black circles correspond to the simulation re-

sults. The solid red curves correspond to the theoretical results for the normal laser in-

cidence[Simon et al., 1983] with the scale lengths L replaced by L/cos2 θ . The dashed

blue curves are obtained by solving Eq. (3.41) and evaluating Eqs. (3.42) and (3.43).

GLINTS simulations[Liu et al., 1974]. The GLINTS simulations are carried out in a

2-D plane defined by the direction of inhomogeneity and the laser electric-field vector.

In this geometry the out-of-plane scattering is not modeled, so the SRS instability can

exist only near the quarter-critical density. The scattered light has a close-to-zero wave

vector in the transverse direction because the SRS instability is convective in the trans-

verse direction. Based on these geometry considerations, one can easily conclude that

the effect of oblique incidence is changing the driving term of the instability, namely,

the term~v0 ·~A1 in Eq. (3.51), or in terms of the absolute value: |~v0||~A1|cosθ , where θ is

the angle of incidence. As the angle of incidence increases, the interaction between the

scattered light, represented by ~v0, and the incident light, represented by ~A1, becomes

weaker.
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The growth rates obtained in the SRS-only GLINTS simulations as a function of

the angle of incidence are shown in Fig. 3.9. The 1-D GLINTS simulation corresponds

to setting all terms with the y derivatives to zero, i.e., d/dy = 0. In other words, only

the ky = 0 mode is modeled in the 1-D GLINTS simulation for both the scattered light

waves and the plasma waves. In the 2-D SRS-only GLINTS simulations, all ky modes

are modeled. However, only the plasma waves with a finite ky value equal to the ky of

the incident pump wave are observed in the GLINTS simulations. The scattered light

waves have ky ≈ 0. As a result, the growth rate of the absolute SRS measured in the 1-D

and 2-D SRS-only GLINTS simulations is about the same (compare the blue squares

and yellow triangles in Fig. 3.9). If the oscillation velocity v0 in the SRS theory[Drake

and Lee, 1973] is replaced by v0 cosθ , the SRS theory is adjusted for the oblique laser

incidence and the results are plotted as the red diamonds in Fig. 3.9, which agree well

with the simulation results.

3.5 GLINTS simulations of both TPD and SRS

The TPD and SRS can coexist near the quarter-critical density and their growth rates

are usually considered to be independent except for hybrid modes with very small

k⊥[Afeyan and Williams, 1997c]. The two instabilities should be considered separately

since that for the normal laser incidence, the TPD and SRS grow mostly in different

wave-vector domains. At the same time, there is evidence in the GLINTS simulations

that the interaction between TPD and SRS becomes important when the laser pump

wave is incident on the inhomogeneous plasma at an angle. This effect is illustrated

in Fig. 3.10. The parameters of these simulations are listed in Table 3.2. The cyan

diamond is the adjusted backscatter SRS theoretical growth rate with v0 replaced by

v0 cosθ , and its ky axis is shifted by k0 cosθ . The solid red curve is the TPD theoreti-

cal result for the normal incidence[Simon et al., 1983] adjusted by replacing the scale

length L with L/cos2 θ . The dashed blue curve is the TPD theoretical result for oblique
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Figure 3.9: The SRS growth rates obtained in GLINTS simulations as a function of

the angle of incidence, where the laser intensity I = 8×1014 W/cm2, the density scale

length at quarter-critical density L = 130 µm, and the electron temperature Te = 2 keV.

The blue squares are the 1-D GLINTS simulation results. The red diamonds are the

theoretical growth rates[Drake and Lee, 1973] with the oscillation velocity v0 replaced

by v0 cosθ . The yellow triangles are the 2-D GLINTS simulation results.

incidence, which is obtained by solving Eq. (3.41) and evaluating Eqs. (3.42) and

(3.43). The black circles are the GLINTS simulation results. If the SRS growth rate is

much lower than the TPD growth rate [as in Fig. 3.10(a)] when θ = 0, TPD remains

the dominant instability in the oblique laser incidence case [as in Fig. 3.10(b)]. If the

growth rates of SRS and TPD are about the same value [as in Fig. 3.10(c)] in the normal

laser incidence case, the growth rates of both instabilities become larger in the oblique

incidence case[as in Fig. 3.10(d)]. After comparing figs. 3.10(c) and 3.10(d), one can

see that the growth rate of the SRS-related modes at ky ≈ 0.4ω/c (the highest peak)

increases more than the TPD growth rate (the other three peaks), which makes SRS the

dominant instability in the oblique laser incidence case. The adjusted backscatter SRS

theoretical growth rate [cyan diamond in Fig. 3.10(d)] is smaller than the growth rate
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Index I (W/cm2) T (keV) L (µm) θ

a 5.2×1014 1.0 110 0

b 5.2×1014 1.0 110 20◦

c 5.2×1014 1.5 150 0

d 5.2×1014 1.5 150 23◦

Table 3.2: Simulation parameters for GLINTS simulations for the oblique laser inci-

dence.

in the GLINTS simulation for the oblique laser incidence, as GLINTS models a broad

range of plasma waves from TPD and SRS. The discripancy between the adjusted SRS

theory and simulation warrants further investigation in the future. Since the threshold

of a parametric instability is determined by the lowest threshold between TPD and SRS,

Fig. 3.10(d) suggests that the threshold of the parametric instability is lower than the

prediction of theories that analyze the two instabilities separately.
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Figure 3.10: The growth rates obtained in GLINTS simulations (black circle) as a func-

tion of ky are compared with the results of the adjusted TPD theory (solid red line), the

adjusted SRS theory (cyan diamond), and the TPD theory for the oblique laser inci-

dence (dashed blue dotted curve). The simulation parameters are listed in Table 3.2,

and the wave vector diagram is shown in Fig. 3.5.
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4 Particle-in-cell modeling of TPD

and SRS

Both the two-plasmon–decay (TPD) and the stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) insta-

bilities can develop near the quarter-critical density. Using the two-dimensional (2-D)

PIC simulations one can study the interaction where either TPD or SRS dominates,

which is a limitation of the 2-D models. To summarize the wavevector matching condi-

tions for these instabilities that can develop near the quarter-critical density, a schematic

of the wavevector of the daughter waves for these instabilities is plotted in Fig. 4.1. In

the Cartesian coordinate system in Fig. 4.1, the TPD-related waves are mostly localized

in the (kx − ky) plane[Simon et al., 1983] which is defined by the laser wavevector and

the laser electric field vector. The stimulated Raman side scattering (SRSS) develops

mostly in the (kx − kz) plane and the scattered light wave (~kSRS,2 in Fig. 4.1) is almost

perpendicular to the incident laser wavevector (k0)[Liu et al., 1974]. It is possible for

the scattered light waves to propagate in the direction parallel or anti-parallel to the

laser wavevector[Drake and Lee, 1973], which can be considered as a special case of

the SRSS[Liu et al., 1974]. A 2-D simulation can only model the interaction in either

the (kx − ky) plane or in the (kx − kz) plane. Therefore a 2-D simulation can only model

the interaction where either TPD or SRS dominates except the case when the SRS scat-

tered light propagates in the backward direction and the SRS-related and TPD-related

waves are in the same (kx − ky) plane (this instability is known as high frequency hy-

brid instability (HFHI)[Afeyan and Williams, 1997c]). 3-D simulations are required to
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study the interaction of TPD and SRS.

Figure 4.1: A schematic diagram of the wavevectors of the TPD and SRS daughter

waves in a 3-D PIC simulation.

In this Chapter, the results of several 3-D PIC simulations with various parameters

are presented and compared with the respective 2-D PIC simulations to illustrate that

the TPD and SRS can indeed co-exist near quarter-critical density and the interplay of

these instabilities can lead to different energy distributions of hot electrons.

4.1 Linear stage of TPD and SRS in 3-D simulations

Let us describe one of the 3-D PIC simulations in detail to illustrate the general features

found in these simulations. The simulation is carried out in three spatial dimensions in

the Cartesian coordinate system. A CH plasma is initialized with the electron temper-

ature Te = 2keV and the temperatures for both ion species Ti = 1keV. A linear density

profile is assumed at the initial time. The incident laser beam propagates in the in-

homogeneity direction (x) and is polarized in the transverse direction (y). The density

scale length L is 100µm; the intensity of the incident laser intensity I is 9×1014W/cm2.

There are 8 electron particles per cell (PPC) in this PIC simulation. The PPC numbers

for the two ion species are 4. The size of the simulation box is 21µm×8.4µm×6.7µm

modeling a density range from 0.21nc to 0.26nc (nc is the critical density). Two 2-D
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PIC simulations with the same physical parameters but without modeling the third spa-

tial dimension were performed. The electric field of the laser is in the simulation plane

in one of these 2-D PIC simulations; this configuration will be refereed to as in-plane

(IP) simulation in the following text. The electric field of the laser is normal to the

simulation plane in the other 2-D PIC simulation and this configuration will be refer-

eed to as out-of-plane (OOP) simulation. The IP simulation can model mostly the TPD

instability and the OOP simulation can model mostly the SRSS instability. The TPD

threshold parameter η[Simon et al., 1983] is 1.9 and the SRS back scattering threshold

parameter N[Drake and Lee, 1973] is 0.4 for these PIC simulations so the absolute TPD

and absolute SRS instabilities are expected to grow in these simulations. The threshold

of the convective SRS[Liu et al., 1974] is not exceeded for the parameters described

above. The time history of the energy of the field components in the simulation region

is shown in Fig. 4.2. The field energy is defined as the square of the field amplitudes

integrated over the simulation region. For instance, the Ex field energy is evaluated as
∫

V |Ex|2dV , where V is the spatial volume of the simulation box. The field energy is

then normalized to the laser electric field energy inside the simulation region at early

time (when there are no instabilities). In the 2-D IP simulation [Fig. 4.2(a)] the electric

field in the simulation plane is of interest since the main instability is TPD. The Ex

field [red line in Fig. 4.2(a)] is associated with plasma waves propagating in x direction

which contains most of the energy of the TPD plasmons with a larger wavevector. One

can see from the Ex field energy evolution in Fig. 4.2(a) that the TPD starts to grow

at about 0.6ps and reaches the peak value at about 1.4ps. The field energy associated

with the TPD instability stays at about the same level (70% of the energy of the electric

field component of the laser) after 2.5ps, when one can assume that the saturation stage

is reached. The Ey field energy [blue line in Fig. 4.2(a)] consists of the energy of the

laser pump wave and the energy of plasmons from TPD instability. Since the SRSS

instability can develop in the 2-D OOP simulation, the energy of Bx field [Fig. 4.2(b)]

is the energy of the magnetic component of the side scattered light waves, which can be
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a good indicator for the level of the SRSS instability. The SRS starts to grow at about

0.7ps and stops growing at about 1.4ps. The energy of the scattered light saturates at

a level of about 8% of the energy of the magnetic field component of the laser. The

By [blue line in Fig. 4.2(b)] is the energy of the laser pump waves. It drops first as a

function of time as the SRS grows and then fluctuates between 70% and 100% of the

energy of the incident laser when the SRS saturates.

In the 3-D PIC simulation, both TPD and SRS can grow. The Ex field energy

[red line in Fig. 4.2(c)] now consists of energy of the TPD plasmons with a larger

wavevector and the plasmons involved in the SRSS. The red line is overlaid with the

dotted black line that represents the maximum TPD growth rate[Simon et al., 1983]

(7.7× 10−4ω0) adjusted using the numerical collision damping rate of plasma waves

(2.1× 10−4ω0) measured in the 3-D PIC simulation. Although there are convective

modes of the TPD and the modes related to the SRSS, the energy of Ex field in the

simulation region increases in time with the growth rate close to the maximum growth

rate of the absolute TPD. The Ex field saturated at a level that is about 40% of the laser

field energy, which is much lower than the saturation level in the 2-D IP simulation. The

Ey field energy [blue line in Fig. 4.2(c)] is the sum of the energy of plasma waves from

TPD and the energy of the electric components of the light waves from the incident

laser and the SRS scattered light. The Ey field energy level remains stable for the whole

simulation. The green line in Fig. 4.2(c) corresponds to the energy of the scattered

light wave (propagating in the z direction) from the SRSS and is overlaid with the

dashed purple line representing the maximum growth rate of the SRSS[Liu et al., 1974]

(8.2× 10−4ω0) adjusted using the numerical collision damping rate of plasma waves.

One can see from Fig. 4.2(c) that the growth of Bx field energy in time is in a reasonable

agreement with the theoretical result[Liu et al., 1974] but a bit slower. This small

discrepancy can be attributed to the SRSS modes with smaller growth rates and to the

fact that the damping of the scattered electromagnetic waves have not been considered.

The Bx field energy is under 10% of the laser field energy after reaching its peak value
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at about 2.1ps, which is consistent with the 2-D OOP simulation result.

Figure 4.2: The integrated energy of different field components in the simulation region

as a function of time. The field energy levels are normalized to the respective field

energy level of the incident laser beam at an early time. Panel (a) corresponds to the

2-D IP PIC simulation; (b) corresponds to the 2-D OOP PIC simulation;(c) corresponds

to the 3-D PIC simulation. The main physical simulation parameters are: the electron

temperature Te = 2keV and the temperatures for both ion species Ti = 1keV; the incident

laser intensity I = 9×1014W/cm2; the density scale length L = 100µm.

As illustrated in Fig. 4.1, the wavevectors of the TPD daughter waves are mostly

localized in the (kx − ky) plane, which is also the simulation plane of the 2-D IP PIC

simulation. The TPD growth rates in PIC simulations were measured using the fol-
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lowing procedure: each ky-mode amplitude was averaged over all the x coordinates in

the simulation region during the growth phase of the instability (0.8ps - 1.1ps for the

2-D IP simulation and 1.6ps - 1.8ps for the 3-D simulation), defining < Ex(ky) >=
√
∫ |Ex(ky)|2dx/

∫

dx. Then the growth rates γ(ky) were calculated from a linear fitting

of Log[< Ex(ky) >]. In the 3-D simulation only the modes in the kz = 0 plane were

considered. The growth rates as a function of ky are plotted in Fig. 4.3. The circles

with the error bars are the results of the 2-D IP simulation. The crosses with the error

bars are the results of the 3-D simulation. The black solid line corresponds to the results

of the TPD theory[Simon et al., 1983]. The dashed cyan line corresponds to the results

of the HFHI theory[Afeyan and Williams, 1997b]. The simulation results are close to

the theoretical results in the small ky region (ky ≤ 0.3k0) which corresponds to the ab-

solute instability. The modes with large ky (ky > 0.3k0) are the convective modes that

are also growing in time in the transient regime, and non-zero growth rates are obtained

for these modes in simulations.

Figure 4.3: The growth rates obtained from the 2-D IP and 3-D simulations are com-

pared with the TPD and HFHI theories as a function of the transverse wavevector ky.

Figure 4.4 displays the spectra of the longitudinal electric fields (Langmuir waves

or plasma waves) in the 2-D and 3-D PIC simulations as a function of the frequency and
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the plasma density (see Appendix C for more details about this frequency diagnostics).

The longitudinal electric field ~EL is constructed using the k-space components of the

electric field (~E(~k)) and is given by the formula:

~EL =
~E(~k) ·~k
|~k|2

~k. (4.1)

Figure 4.4 shows the absolute values (|~EL|) of the amplitudes of the plasma waves. The

spectra of plasma waves obtained at time between 0.3ps and 1.0ps in the 2-D IP simu-

lation and the 2-D OOP simulation are plotted in Figs. 4.4(a) and 4.4(b) respectively;

the spectra of plasma waves at time between 1.3ps and 2.0ps in the 3-D simulation are

plotted in Fig. 4.4(c) and 4.4(d). The overlaid solid black lines and dashed black lines

represent the dispersion relations for the modes satisfying the matching conditions for

the TPD and the SRS instabilities (see Appendix B), respectively. Figure 4.4(c) displays

the spectra of the plasma waves with kz in the intervals between 0 and 0.05k0, where

the plasma waves mostly correspond to the TPD. Figure 4.4(d) displays the spectra of

the plasma waves with kz in the intervals between 0.05k0 and 3k0, where the plasma

waves mostly correspond to the SRS. One can see from Figs. 4.4(c) and 4.4(d) that

both TPD and SRS can co-exist near the quarter-critical density. The unstable modes

of the TPD and the SRS are close to the results of the linear theories (Overlaid lines in

Fig. 4.4). These unstable modes can propagate to densities higher than the densities

given by the linear theory keeping their frequency unchanged. Compared to the 2-D IP

simulation, the frequency of the plasma waves in the 3-D simulation can be lower than

the frequency of the plasmons generated by TPD because the plasma waves generated

by SRS have lower frequencies.

The evolution of plasma waves can be illustrated by the wavevector spectra at dif-

ferent times, as shown in Fig. 4.5. Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b) correspond to the spectra

of plasma waves in the time interval between 0.3ps and 1.0ps in the 2-D IP and 2-D

OOP simulations respectively. Figures 4.5(c) and 4.5(d) correspond to the spectra of

plasma waves in the time interval between 1.3ps and 2.0ps in the 3-D simulation. The
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Figure 4.4: Plasma wave spectra in the 2-D and 3-D PIC simulations plotted as a func-

tion of the plasma density and the wave frequency. (a) in the 2-D IP simulation at time

between 0.3ps and 1.0ps. (b) in the 2-D OOP simulation at time between 0.3ps and

1.0ps. (c) for the modes with 0 < kz < 0.05k0 in the 3-D simulation at time between

1.3ps and 2.0ps. (d) for the modes with 0.05k0 < kz < 3k0 in the 3-D simulation at

time between 1.3ps and 2.0ps. The overlaid solid black lines and the dashed black lines

represent the dispersion relations of the modes satisfying the matching conditions for

TPD and SRS respectively.

spectra in the 3-D simulation are integrated over frequency ω (0.4ω0 < ω < 0.6ω0)

and over kz. The result is plotted in Fig. 4.5(c). The theoretical TPD hyperbola-type

conditions[Meyer and Zhu, 1993] [solid black lines in Figs. 4.5(a) and 4.5(c)] allows

to identify the plasma wave in simulations as mostly the TPD modes in the (kx − ky)

plane. Note that the bright feature at approximately (kx,ky) = (0.87k0,0) in Fig. 4.5(c)

does not correspond to the TPD modes but to the SRS. The dotted circles correspond to
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the Landau cutoffs condition (kλD ≈ 0.3, where λD is the Debye length). The plasma

wave spectrum integrated over the frequencies and the ky is shown in Fig. 4.5(d) in the

(kx − kz) plane, which is the same plane as in the 2-D OOP simulation [Fig. 4.5(b)].

One can see that the plasma waves in the SRSS [Fig. 4.5(a)] are more localized than

the plasma waves in the TPD [Fig. 4.5(b)]. The plasma waves in the SRSS have small

transverse wavevectors (. 0.4k0) so that the wavevectors of scattered light must be

small. As shown in Fig. 4.2(c), the TPD and SRS reach their peak levels before 2.1ps.

The spectra from the 3-D simulation in Figs. 4.5(c) and 4.5(d) include the saturation

stage. The crest shape features at kx ≈ −1 in Figs. 4.5(c) and 4.5(d) correspond to

the Langmuir decay instability (LDI)[DuBois and Goldman, 1967] which is one of the

mechanisms related to the TPD and SRS saturation[DuBois et al., 1996].

When the instability evolves from the linear stage into the saturation stage, the fre-

quency spectra shown in Fig. 4.4 evolve into the spectra shown in Fig. 4.6. Figures

4.6(a) and 4.6(b) show the plasma wave spectra at time between 3.3ps and 4.1ps in

the 2-D IP simulation and the 2-D OOP simulation respectively. The spectra in the

3-D simulation at time between 2.3ps and 3.1ps are shown in Fig. 4.6(c) and 4.6(d).

As shown in Fig. 4.6, the spectra in all the simulations are broader in the saturation

stage. The broadening in the frequency spectrum may be due to the coupling of the

background density perturbations and the plasma waves. The density in Fig. 4.6 is

calculated using the initial density profile. As the instabilities grow, the background

density changes, which can explain why the TPD plasmon can apparently exist at den-

sities notably higher than 0.25nc. Compared to the 2-D IP simulation [Fig. 4.6(a)], the

TPD is weaker at densities lower than 0.23nc in the 3-D simulation. It is known that the

plasma waves at the densities lower than quarter-critical play an important role in the

generation of hot electrons in the “staged acceleration” mechanism[Yan et al., 2012].

A smaller number of hot electrons are expected to be generated in the 3-D simulation

compared to the respective 2-D IP simulation.

The spectra in Fig. 4.5 become the spectra shown in Fig. 4.7 as the instability
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Figure 4.5: The plasma wave spectra from the 2-D and 3-D PIC simulations in k-space.

(a) in the 2-D IP simulation at time between 0.3ps and 1.0ps. (b) in the 2-D OOP

simulation at time between 0.3ps and 1.0ps. (c) in the 3-D simulation at time between

1.3ps and 2.0ps integrated over all kz modes. (d) in the 3-D simulation at time between

1.3ps and 2.0ps integrated over all ky modes. The overlaid solid black lines correspond

to the theoretical TPD hyperbola-type condition[Meyer and Zhu, 1993]. The dotted

circles represent the Landau cutoff condition (kλD ≈ 0.3).

transit from the linear stage to the saturation stage. Figures 4.7(a) and 4.7(b) show

the plasma wave spectra at time between 3.3ps and 4.1ps in the 2-D IP simulation and

the 2-D OOP simulation respectively. Figures 4.7(c) and 4.7(d) display the plasma

wave spectra at time between 2.3ps and 3.1ps in the 3-D simulation. The spectra in all

simulation become broader in k-space as the instabilities reach the saturation stage. As

shown in Figs. 4.7(a) and 4.7(c), the plasma waves associated with fastest growing TPD

modes (the modes with wavevector satisfying the TPD hyperbola formula[Meyer and
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Figure 4.6: Plasma wave spectra in the 2-D and 3-D PIC simulations plotted as a func-

tion of the plasma density and the wave frequency. (a) in the 2-D IP simulation at time

between 3.3ps and 4.1ps. (b) in the 2-D OOP simulation at time between 3.3ps and

4.1ps. (c) for the modes with 0 < kz < 0.05k0 in the 3-D simulation at time between

2.3ps and 3.1ps. (d) for the modes with 0.05k0 < kz < 3k0 in the 3-D simulation at

time between 2.3ps and 3.1ps. The overlaid solid black lines and the dashed black lines

represent the dispersion relations of the modes satisfying the matching conditions for

TPD and SRS respectively.

Zhu, 1993]) are stronger than the modes nearby. Different from the 2-D IP simulation,

the LDI features (the crest shape feature at kx ≈−1) are equally strong as those fastest

growing TPD modes as shown in Fig. 4.7(c). The SRS plasma waves are better sources

for the LDI instability because the SRS plasma waves correspond to a narrower k-space

domain and their amplitudes corresponds to a single k are larger. The ion acoustic

waves (IAW) generated by the LDI can in turn affect the saturation of TPD. The co-
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existence of TPD and SRSS can only be properly modeled by the 3-D simulations. The

interaction of the TPD and the SRSS can lead to a lower TPD saturation level in 3-D

simulation compared to the 2-D IP simulation, as shown in Fig. 4.2.

Figure 4.7: The plasma wave spectra from the 2-D and 3-D PIC simulations in k-space.

(a) in the 2-D IP simulation at time between 3.3ps and 4.1ps. (b) in the 2-D OOP

simulation at time between 3.3ps and 4.1ps. (c) in the 3-D simulation at time between

2.3ps and 3.1ps integrated over all kz modes. (d) in the 3-D simulation at time between

2.3ps and 3.1ps integrated over all ky modes. The overlaid solid black lines correspond

to the theoretical TPD hyperbola-type condition[Meyer and Zhu, 1993]. The dotted

circles represent the Landau cutoff condition (kλD ≈ 0.3).
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4.2 Temporal growth of stimulated Raman side scatter-

ing

As it has been discussed in Chapter 2, the absolute SRS can develop near the quarter-

critical density. The SRS instability is convective below the quarter-critical density[Rosen-

bluth, 1972; Liu et al., 1974] unless the scattered light waves propagate almost per-

pendicular to the pump wave propagation direction[Liu et al., 1974]. This stimulated

Raman side scattering (SRSS) instability has been observed in the 2-D and 3-D PIC

simulations. The growth rate of the SRS side scattering is[Liu et al., 1974]

γsrs =
(v0

c

)

(

kcωp

ω0

)

(

1−
(

n+ 1
2

)

(ωp/kc)1/2

√
2(v0/c)3/2kL

)

, (4.2)

where n is an integer number, v0 is the oscillation velocity, ωp is the local plasma wave

frequency, ω0 is the laser frequency, k is the local wavevector of the plasma wave, c is

the speed of light and L is the scale length.

The SRSS instability is absolute in the density gradient direction but convective

in the transverse direction. In Ref. [Liu et al., 1974] the authors assumed that the

size of the plasma in the transverse direction is infinite and obtained the growth rate

of the SRSS instability. This growth rate agrees well with the PIC simulations of out-

of-plane (OOP) laser polarization if the periodic boundary conditions are applied in

the transverse boundaries. If the open-boundary conditions are used on the transverse

boundaries, the growth rate is expected to be smaller since a part of the scattered light

leaves the simulation region. The PIC simulations with open-boundary conditions in

the transverse direction are closer to the experiments since the laser beams have finite

spot sizes and the SRS threshold may be exceeded only inside the intense speckles

in smoothed laser beams. Considering the energy balance, we suggest the following

heuristic modification to the growth rate of SRSS:

γsrs,ad = γsrs

(

1− ∂ω/∂ky

γsrsLy

)

, (4.3)
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where γsrs,ad is the adjusted growth rate for SRSS with finite transverse size, γsrs is the

growth rate for SRSS[Liu et al., 1974] as in Eq. (4.2), Ly is the transverse size of the

simulation region and ∂ω/∂ky is the group velocity of the scattered light in the trans-

verse direction. Note that when ∂ω/∂ky > γsrsLy, γsrs,ad is smaller than zero (so there

is no absolute growth of SRSS), which is consistent with the “additional threshold”

proposed in Ref. [Liu et al., 1974].

Three 2-D OOP simulations were carried out with the parameters listed in Table

4.1. The transverse wavevector (ky) of the SRS mode at different densities can be

determined by solving the matching conditions for SRS and the dispersion relations

for the daughter waves. Figure 4.8 corresponds to the case A in Table 4.1. Figures

4.9(a), 4.9(b), and 4.9(c) correspond to the case B in Table 4.1. Figure 4.8(a) and

Figures 4.9(a) show the spectra of the longitudinal electric field Ex as a function of

ky and density n. Figure 4.8(b) and Figure 4.9(b) show the theoretical value of the

transverse wavevector (ky) of the side scattered light wave at different densities. One

can see that the strongest modes at different densities in Fig. 4.8(a) and Fig. 4.9(a)

correspond to the blue line in Fig. 4.8(b) and Fig. 4.9(b), respectively, indicating the

existence of the SRSS in plasmas with finite transverse size. The group velocity in y

direction is zero near the quarter-critical density and increases as the density becomes

lower. Therefore the modification to the growth rate is more significant in the low

density region. The growth rates in the PIC simulations are obtained by integrating

the modes satisfying the matching conditions and dispersion relations [for example,

the blue lines in Fig. 4.8(b)] over a small ky window and fitting the integration with

an exponential expression. The growth rate as a function of density is shown in Fig.

4.8(c), Fig. 4.9(c) and Fig. 4.9(d). The dashed black lines are the theoretical SRSS

growth rates γsrs. The solid red lines are the adjusted growth rates calculated using Eq.

(4.3). Overall the adjusted growth rates and the simulation results are in reasonable

agreement. The convection in y-direction can turn off the instability if the growth rate

γsrs,ad is smaller than the collisional damping of the daughter waves. The transverse
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Index
I Te Ti L Ly density range

(W/cm2) (keV) (keV) (µm) (µm) (nc)

case A 9.0×1014 2.0 1.0 100 41.9 0.20 - 0.27

case B 9.0×1014 2.0 1.0 300 80.4 0.16 - 0.20

case C 9.0×1014 2.0 1.0 300 41.9 0.16 - 0.22

Table 4.1: Simulation parameters for the 2-D OOP simulations

size of the simulation region in case C [Fig. 4.9(d)] (in Table 4.1) is about half of

the size of the simulation region in case B [Fig. 4.9(c)] so the adjusted growth rate is

smaller.

The energy of SRS scattered light waves inside the simulation box is normalized to

the energy of the incident laser and is plotted as a function of time in Fig. 4.10. The

dashed green line and the dotted blue line correspond to the energy of SRS scattered

light in the 2-D OOP PIC simulation with periodic transverse boundary conditions and

with open transverse boundary conditions, respectively. The dashed black line cor-

responds to the maximum theoretical SRSS growth rate[Liu et al., 1974]. As shown

in Fig. 4.10, the growth rate obtained in the simulation with the periodic boundary

condition agrees well with the theoretical prediction[Liu et al., 1974]. Although the

growth of the SRSS is slower in the open transverse boundary case than in the periodic

transverse boundary case, the saturation level of the scattered light is about the same,

which suggests that the instabilities in the two simulations are saturated due to the same

mechanism. The hot electron flux (with the energy of electrons greater than 50 keV) in

the two simulations in the saturation stage is also about the same (0.1% of the incident

laser energy flux). The hot electron flux is much less than the scattered light flux, which

can be estimated using Fig. 4.10.
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Figure 4.8: (a) The spectrum of the electric field along x direction in the 2-D OOP sim-

ulation (case A in Table 4.1) plotted as a function of ky and density. (b) The transverse

wave vector ky that satisfies matching conditions for 90 degree Raman side scattering

as a function of plasma density. (c) The growth rate of the SRSS modes as a function

of density. The dashed black line is the SRSS growth rate[Liu et al., 1974], the solid

red line is the modified SRSS growth rate obtained using Eq. (4.3), the blue triangles

are 2-D OOP simulation results corresponding to case A in Table 4.1.

4.3 Two dimensional PIC modeling of TPD with immo-

bile ions

In this Section two PIC simulations are presented to illustrate the fact that ion motion

is important for the instability saturation. In these two simulations the laser pump wave

propagates up the density gradient (x axis in the simulations) in the inhomogeneous
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Figure 4.9: (a) The spectrum of the electric field along the x-direction in the 2-D OOP

simulation (case B in Table 4.1) plotted as a function of ky and density. (b) The trans-

verse wave vector ky that satisfies the matching conditions for 90 degree Raman side

scattering as a function of plasma density. (c) and (d) The growth rate of the SRSS

modes as a function of density. The dashed black line is the SRSS growth rate[Liu

et al., 1974], the solid red line is the modified SRSS growth rate obtained using Eq.

(4.3). The blue triangles in (c) and (d) are 2-D OOP simulation results corresponding

to case B and case C in Table 4.1 respectively.

plasma. The other parameters are: the electron temperature Te = 1.5keV, The laser

intensity I = 4.1× 1014W/cm2, the density scale length L = 100µm. In one of the

simulations, the ions are fixed; in the other simulation the motion of ions is modeled

(the ion species is set to be deuterium with temperature Ti = 0.75keV). The electric

field vector of the laser is in the simulation plane. As discussed in Chapter 2, absolute

TPD and SRS instabilities can develop in this simulation setup. In the parameter regime
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Figure 4.10: The energy of the SRS scattered light waves as a function of time. The

dashed green line corresponds to the energy of SRS scattered light in the 2-D OOP PIC

simulation with periodic transverse boundary conditions. The dotted blue line corre-

sponds to the energy of SRS scattered light in the 2-D OOP PIC simulation with open

transverse boundary conditions. The dashed black line corresponds to the maximum

theoretical SRSS growth rate[Liu et al., 1974]. The simulation parameters for the two

simulations are listed as case A in Table 4.1.

of these two PIC simulations, the growth rate of the TPD instability is greater than the

growth rate of the SRS instability. As TPD is the dominant instability, the electric fields

that correspond to the plasma waves contain most of the field energy in the system and

can serve as a good indicator of the saturation level of the instability. As shown in Fig.

4.11(a) and 4.11(b), the saturation levels in the simulations with and without ion motion

are very different. The plasma waves can grow to a much higher intensity [even larger

than the laser pump wave intensity, see the blue and red lines in Fig. 4.11(b)] without

the ion motion. Compared to the simulation with mobile ions [Fig. 4.11(c)], the plasma

waves in the simulation with immobile ions [Fig. 4.11(d)] can grow at lower electron

density and their amplitudes are at a higher level over a larger density range. Without
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the ion motion, wave breaking[Coffey, 1971] is one of the possible mechanisms that

can saturate the instability. The maximum electric field amplitude of plasma waves

(with wave vector k = 1.0ω0/c) corresponding to wave-breaking is estimated to be 0.05

mecω0e−1[Coffey, 1971]. As shown in Fig. 4.11(d), the amplitudes of plasma waves

in the region between 500 c/ω0 and 600 c/ω0 are at approximately the same level

and are slightly below 0.05 mecω0e−1, which is in good agreement with theoretical

estimate[Coffey, 1971]. On the other hand, the plasma wave amplitudes saturate at a

level much lower than the wave-breaking limit due to the ion motion [see Fig. 4.11(c)].

Figure 4.11: Panels (a) and (c) correspond to the PIC simulation with the ion motion;

Panels (b) and (d) correspond to the PIC simulation without the ion motion. The en-

ergies of the electric field components inside the simulation region are plotted in (a)

and (b). The electric field in x-direction in real space are plotted in (c) and (d). The

parameters are: Te = 1.5keV, I = 4.1×1014W/cm2, L = 100µm.
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4.4 Cavitation: correlation between ~E and δn

One of the mechanisms that can lead to the nonlinear saturation of TPD is thought to

be the cavitation of plasma waves[Russell and DuBois, 2001; Vu et al., 2012b], which

is also related to the hot electron generation[Vu et al., 2012b]. Similar to Ref. [DuBois

et al., 1996], let us use the following correlation function to quantify the influence

of the cavitation. The correlation function between the electric fields and the density

perturbations is defined in such way that its value is between -1 and 1:

Corr =− ∑(E2 − Ē2)(δne − ¯δne)
√

∑(E2 − Ē2)2 ∑(δne − ¯δne)2

, (4.4)

where the symbol “∑” is summation operator in the transverse direction in real space

(y), Ē2 and ¯δne are the spatial averages of the electric field energy density E2 and the

electron density perturbation δne, and E is the amplitude of the electric field. The den-

sity perturbation is obtained by subtracting the electron density profile (which is the

electron density averaged over the y direction) from the electron density . Unlike the

often-used definition[DuBois et al., 1996] of the “caviton correlator” that is based on

the enveloped quantities and corresponds to the low frequency evolution of the plasma

waves and density profile, the correlation function defined here is based on the quan-

tities with fast phases. In order to minimize the fluctuation due to the changes of the

fast phases, the correlation defined in Eq. (4.4) is averaged over a small window in the

x-direction.

The correlation between the electric field ~E and the density perturbation δn has

been investigated using PIC simulations with the following parameters: the density

scale length L = 300µm, the laser intensity I = 4× 1014W/cm2, the electron and the

(CH) ion temperatures Te = Ti = 2.4keV. Figure 4.12 displays the correlation function

4.4 at different densities for different time in the simulation. The density in Fig. 4.12

is the initial density profile that does not include the density profile modification due

to the TPD instability. As shown in Fig. 4.12, the correlation function is close to
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zero when there is no instability at t = 0.42ps (blue squares). The correlation function

is above zero near the quarter-critical density when the TPD develops at t = 1.26ps

(red diamonds) and becomes larger as the instability grows in the linear stage at t =

1.53ps (inverse yellow triangles). As TPD-related waves grow and propagate to the

lower density region, the correlation function is greater than zero for a larger range of

densities at t = 8.32ps (green triangles). The values of the correlation function stay

at approximately the same level in the saturation stage (at t = 9.64ps, brown arrows).

Although there is a clear link between saturation and the cavitation effect in the PIC

simulation, the values of the correlation function are not as large as the values obtained

in the RPIC simulations [Vu et al., 2012b]. The discrepancy may be attributed to the

difference in the models and in the numerical schemes. Some mechanisms such as

“staged electron acceleration”[Yan et al., 2012] which exist only in the PIC model may

also contribute to the differences between the full PIC results and the RPIC results.

Figure 4.12: The correlation function between the electric field ~E and the density per-

turbation δn as a function of the initial background density. The parameters for this

simulation are L = 300µm, I = 4×1014W/cm2, Te = Ti = 2.4keV.
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4.5 Poynting vector diagnostics in TPD simulations

The Poynting vector represents the directional energy flux density of an electromagnetic

wave. The Poynting vector ~S is defined as the cross product of the electric field ~E and

the magnetic field ~B: ~S = c/4π~E ×~B, where c is the speed of light. For laser plane

waves propagating in plasmas with oscillating electric and magnetic field components,

the instantaneous Poynting vector defined above has a component oscillating with a

frequency twice of the laser frequency. Most of the time, the time averaged Poynting

vector is of interest since it can be easily related to the laser intensity and the energy

balance. The time averaged Poynting vector diagnostic was implemented in OSIRIS.

The value of ~E ×~B at every grid point is calculated at every time step for a period of

time (usually for dozens of laser periods). The time-averaged Poynting vector ~̄S is then

the mean of the time series value of ~E ×~B.

Let us consider an electromagnetic (EM) wave propagating through a collisional

plasma, and the energy balance of this system can be derived using Maxwell’s equa-

tions. The general form of the energy balance[Griffiths, 1999] is

− ∂u

∂ t
= ∇ ·~S+ ~J ·~E, (4.5)

where u = (E2 +B2)/8π is the energy density of the field in plasma, ~S = ~E ×~B is the

Poynting vector and ~J is the current density in plasma. The third term ~J ·~E gives rise to

the Ohmic heating if the plasma is collisional. The changes of the field energy inside a

plasma can be neglected if there are no instabilities. The incident laser loses its energy

when propagating in plasmas mostly due to the electron-ion collision. Let us assume

that the laser is propagating in the x direction, and then the spatial derivative of the

time-averaged Poynting vector ~̄S satisfies the following equation

∇ ·~̄S = d~̄S/dx =−ki
~̄S, (4.6)

where ki is the imaginary part of the laser wavevector.

ki =
ω2

p

ω2
0

νei

vg
, (4.7)
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ωp is the local plasma frequency and ω0 is the laser frequency,

νei = 2.9×10−6ZnλT
−3/2

e sec−1

is the electron-ion collision frequency and vg is the group velocity of light waves in the

plasma. Let n be the plasma density normalized to the critical density nc corresponding

to the incident laser wavelength. Then ω2
p/ω2

0 = n and vg = c
√

1−n. Redefine νei =

nνei. Then ki can be expressed as a function of density

ki = n2 νei

c
√

1−n
, (4.8)

A PIC simulation using OSIRIS was performed to study the laser absorption in

plasmas. The main parameters for the simulation are: CH plasmas with the electron

temperature Te = 3keV and the ion temperature Ti = 1.5keV, a linear density profile

with scale length L = 100 micron, the laser intensity I = 8.2×1014W/cm2. The simu-

lation region includes the density range from 0.17 nc to 0.28 nc. In OSIRIS units, the

density is normalized to the critical density nc, the velocity is normalized to the speed

of light c, wave vector is normalized to the laser wave vector k0 in vacuum and the

frequency is normalized to the laser frequency ω0. Since the laser propagates along the

x-direction, the Poynting vector in x-direction, which will be referred to as Poynting

flux in the following text, is the quantity of interest. The Poynting vector components

in the transverse directions are small due to symmetry. For the simulation described

above, n(x) = (x/7160+0.17). After substituting this formula into Eq. (4.8), one can

solve Eq. (4.6) for ~̄S. The solution is

S = S0 exp(954.67 νei(−7.99+
√

1−n (8+4n+3n2)). (4.9)

Figure 4.13 shows that the Poynting flux obtained from the simulation (the green line)

agrees well with the analytical solution (the blue line).

The laser intensity used in this simulation exceed the laser intensity corresponding

to the absolute TPD threshold. The field energy inside the system will increase when
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Figure 4.13: The amplitude of the Poynting flux as a function of spatial coordinate. The

green line is obtained from the numerical simulation. The blue line is the analytical

solution.

instability develops and finally will reach the satuartion stage. If one assumes that the

field energy remain constant in the satuartion stage then the left hand side of Eq. (4.5) is

zero. This assumption needs to be verified later using the data from the PIC simulation.

The changes of Poynting flux in space are caused by the ~J ·~E term. Now there is one

more source that can contribute to the Ohmic heating: the plasma waves associated

with the TPD instability. The damping rate of a plasma wave is νei/2, which is a factor

of ω2
0/ω2

p stronger than the damping of EM waves. For the plasma waves near the

quarter-critical density, the factor is about 4. The decrease of the Poynting flux ~̄S in

space is described by the following equation

∇ ·~̄S = d~̄S/dx =−ki
~̄S− ki(|~Ex|2 + |~Ey|2)/n, (4.10)

where ~Ex and ~Ey are x and y-components of the TPD daughter waves, respectively. Fig.

4.14 shows the spatial profile of the field intensity obtained at time 22000 ω−1
0 . The

Poynting vector is calculated as a time-average in the simulation in the time interval

between 20900 ω−1
0 and 22000 ω−1

0 . The amplitude of |~Ey|2 is estimated to be equal to
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90% of the amplitude of |~Ex|2 from the frequency diagnostics. So one can rewrite Eq.

(4.10) as

∇ ·~̄S = d~̄S/dx =−ki
~̄S−1.9ki|~Ex|2/n.

The solution is

S = e−
∫

kidx

(

S0 +
∫

−1.9
ki

n
|~Ex|2e

∫

kidx′dx

)

(4.11)

The last integral is evaluated numerically using the data plotted in Fig. 4.14. The result

is shown in Fig. 4.15 as the green line. One can see that the result of this calculation

agrees quantitatively with the simulation result. An effective damping rate ¯νe f f can

be defined to match the decrease of the Poynting flux in the simulations and ¯νe f f is

greater than ν̄ei in all of our PIC simulations modelling TPD, indicating that there are

mechanisms other than electron-ion damping dissipating the laser energy.
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Figure 4.14: The energy density of Ex field at time 22000 ω−1
0 as function of the x-

coordinate. The field has been averaged over the y-coordinate axis and smoothed by a

moving-average filter in the x-direction.

Now let us verify the assumption that ∂u/∂ t is small enough to be neglected in the

previous calculation. Let us first average the terms in Eq. (4.5) over time between t1

and t2, integrate the equation over the simulation region and write everything in OSIRIS
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Figure 4.15: The amplitude of the Poynting flux as a function of spatial coordinate.

The green line is obtained from evaluating the Eq. (4.11) numerically. The blue line

is the analytical solution without taking into account the instability. The red line is the

result from PIC simulation.

units. If both t1 and t2 are in the quasi-steady-state stage and ∆t = t2 − t1 is sufficiently

large, one obtains

− 1

∆t
ū|t2t1 = ~̄S/∆x+ Q̄, (4.12)

here ū is the integrated u and Q̄ is the simple notation of the ~J ·~E term. One then nor-

malizes u and S to E2
l , where El is the amplitude of the electric field of the incident laser.

Figures 4.16(a) and 4.16(b) show the field energies of the field components in simula-

tion region for the electric and magnetic fields, respectively. Although the energy of

the electric field and the magnetic field can fluctuate for as much as 10% over time, the

changes of the electric field energy and the magnetic field energy are often in the oppo-

site directions, the fluctuations of u are much smaller, as shown in Fig. 4.16(c). For the

calculation done above, t2 = 22000ω−1
0 and t1 = 20900ω−1

0 . Using Figs. 4.16(a) and

4.16(b), one can evaluate the change of u: − 1
∆t

u/E2
l |

t2
t1
∼ 2%. During this time interval,

the averaged ~S changes about 25%, and ∆t = 1100ω−1
0 , ∆x = 800cω−1

0 . Substituting
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these numbers back into Eq. (4.12), one can see that the u term in Eq. (4.12) is about

an order of magnitude smaller than the ~̄S term.

Figure 4.16: The field energy in the simulation region as a function of time. Plot (a)

shows the electric field energy; plot (b) shows the magnetic field energy; plot (c) shows

the total field energy.

In the steady state of the PIC simulation, the energy balance does not change much

in time. Even without instabilities, the laser pump transfers energy to electrons through

inverse bremsstrahlung absorption (represented by the blue line in Fig. 4.15, corre-

sponding to about 5% of the laser pump energy). When the instability develops, the

laser pump energy is transfered to electrons through the instability-related plasma and

electromagnetic waves (represented by the red line in Fig. 4.15, corresponding to about

26% of the laser pump energy). This energy transfer occurs mostly through electron-
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ion collisions as illustrated by the green line being close to the red line in Fig. 4.15.

The collisions lead to the heating of the bulk particles and increase the electron and (by

a smaller degree) ion temperature inside the simulation region. The difference between

the green and red line at the right longitudinal boundary (x = 800c/ω0) in Fig. 4.15

accounts for other particle acceleration mechanisms such as “staged acceleration”[Yan

et al., 2012] and cavitation[Vu et al., 2012b]. The temperature of the electrons replen-

ished in the thermal boundary condition in the PIC simulation does not change in time.

The energy flux carried by bulk electrons and ions as well as fast electrons (described in

the next Chapter) leaves the simulation region. The energy flux carried by the thermal

boundary electrons injected back into the simulation region is smaller than the energy

flux of the leaving electrons. There is a net energy flux leaving the simulation region

through the thermal boundary, which approximately equal to the decrease of the laser

energy flux.
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5 Modelling of hot electron

generation in PIC simulations

5.1 Hot electron flux in 2-D and 3-D simulations

Hot electrons generated by LPI instabilities raise concerns in the ICF experiments be-

cause the stream of hot electrons moving towards the center of the target can deposit

their kinetic energy into the fusion fuel and cause the fuel preheat, which degrades

the performance of the ICF targets. The PIC simulations are capable of modeling

the fields and the motions of particles self-consistently. Therefore the PIC method

is a powerful tool for studying the hot electron generation. Hot electrons are reported

to be accelerated by various mechanisms, such as by staged acceleration[Yan et al.,

2012], by “cavitating” the Langmuir turbulence[DuBois et al., 1996; Vu et al., 2012b;

Vu et al., 2012a], and by wave-breaking[Coffey, 1971]. Few hot electrons are found in

the PIC simulations at the linear stage of the TPD and the SRS instabilities. In other

words, the electron acceleration mechanism becomes effective only when the instabili-

ties saturate. Thus the features present in the saturation stage are mostly responsible for

the electron acceleration. In this Section the hot electron generation in different simu-

lations will be discussed. Although the quantitative information about the hot electron

distributions requires a detailed analysis, one can tell which simulation generates more

hot electrons by comparing the plasma wave spectra in the simulations.
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The laser beams used in the current ICF experiments[Seka et al., 2009] are often

smoothed in space and in time before entering the plasma by random phase plates[Kato

et al., 1984] or by spectral dispersion[Skupsky et al., 1989]. As a result of the spa-

tial smoothing there are the localized structures (laser speckles) within the laser beams

where the local intensity is higher than the average laser intensity[Garnier and Videau,

2001]. A series of PIC simulations have been performed to study how the speckles

affect the hot electron generation. In these simulations, the incident laser beam was

either a plane-wave beam or a speckled beam. The single laser speckle in the simu-

lation region mirrors itself in the transverse direction because of the periodic bound-

ary condition. Let us define a parameter to describe the speckle shape: R = Ip/Ia,

where Ip is the peak value of the local intensity and Ia is the average intensity of the

pump beam. The average intensities of the pump beam for all simulations were the

same Ia = 9×1014W/cm2. The cross-section of the laser intensity in a R = 2 speckled

beam is illustrated in Fig. 5.1(a). The magnetic field amplitude of the R = 2 speckled

beam in the 2-D OOP simulation is plotted in Fig. 5.1(b). The other main parameters

for these simulations are: the density scale length L = 100µm; the electron temper-

ature Te = 3keV; the ion temperature for the carbon and hydrogen ion are the same

Ti = 1.5keV. The TPD threshold parameter η (obtained at the average laser intensity)

is 1.3 for these simulation parameters. The canonical PIC simulations are considered

to be collisionless if there are sufficient number of particles modeled[Fonseca et al.,

2002]. A collisional package is available for the PIC code OSIRIS and the OSIRIS

simulations have demonstrated the importance of collsional effects for the hot electron

generation[Yan et al., 2012].

The hot electron is defined as the electron with kinetic energy higher than 55 keV.

For thermal boundary conditions, when the electron hits the thermal boundary (bound-

ary in x), a thermal electron initialized according to the Maxwellian distribution in en-

ergy emerges from the same position where the former electron leaves. The net energy

flux is the energy flux carried by electrons leaving the simulation box minus the energy
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Figure 5.1: The structure of the single laser speckle in a PIC simulation: (a) The cross-

section of the laser intensity. (b) The amplitude of the magnetic field as a function of

the longitudinal (x) and transverse (y) spatial coordinates.

flux carried by the thermal electrons injected into the simulation region. The laser prop-

agates up the density gradient from left to right in our PIC simulations. The laser prop-

agation direction is referred to as the forward direction. The information about the hot

electrons is collected during the saturation stage in each PIC simulation for 0.5ps. The

calculated values for the hot electrons net energy flux are listed in Table 5.1 for differ-

ent incident laser beams and with or without collisions. Among all the simulations, the

3-D collisional speckled-beam case is the closest to the real experimental conditions.

By comparing the left and the right columns of Table 5.1 one can see that collisions can

reduce the hot electron net energy flux by about 50% and in the case of plane wave 2-D

IP simulation by almost 70%. Also note that the reduction of the hot electron flux due

to collisions affects both the forward-going electrons and backward-going electrons, as

the collisional damping rate affects all the plasma waves. The hot electron flux gen-

erated in the 2-D OOP simulations (modeling SRS mostly) is much less than the hot

electron flux generated in the 2-D IP simulations (modeling TPD mostly), which indi-

cates that the plasma waves driven by TPD are the main source of the electron acceler-

ation. According to the “staged acceleration” mechanism[Yan et al., 2012], the plasma

waves with small phase velocities (large wavevectors) are essential for the hot electron

generation. The plasma wave spectra obtained in the saturation stage in the 2-D IP
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speckled-beam, the 2-D OOP speckled-beam and the 3-D speckled-beam simulations

are shown in Fig. 5.2. The spectra in Figs. 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) are normalized to the

same arbitrary units. One can see that the spectrum of the SRS-related plasma waves is

more localized than the spectrum of the TPD-related plasma waves and the amplitudes

of the SRS-related modes are generally smaller than the TPD-related modes except

for the red features (at kx ≈ 1) which correspond to values about 0.09 (these modes

have saturated the colormap). The SRS generates more backward-going electrons than

forward-going electrons, which suggests that although the SRS-related plasma waves

[red features in Fig. 5.2(b)] are strong, they can not accelerate electrons efficiently.

Plasma waves with a broad spectrum are more likely to generate hot electrons. In the

SRS case, the LDI-related plasma waves spectrum is broad and the LDI-related plasma

waves propagate backwards with kx ≈ −ω0/c, which is consistent with the generation

of more backward-going hot electrons than forward-going hot electrons when the inter-

actions are dominated by SRS. The plasma wave spectrum in the 3-D simulation [Fig.

5.2(c)] corresponds to a smaller k-space domain than the spectrum in the 2-D IP sim-

ulation, which explains why a smaller number of hot electrons is obtained in the 3-D

simulation compared to the 2-D IP simulation. The LDI-related plasma wave spectrum

is also clearly visible in the 3-D speckled-beam simulation. The phase velocities are

smaller for the plasma waves with larger wavevectors. The plasma wave with a smaller

phase velocity can interact with more particles near the wave-particle resonance. As the

plasma waves lose energy, the energy is transferred to the particles. This is considered

to be the first step of the “staged acceleration” mechanism[Yan et al., 2012]. Figure 5.3

shows the energy distribution of the forward-going electrons in the 2-D IP speckled-

beam, 2-D OOP speckled-beam and 3-D speckled-beam simulations with R = 2 in all

three simulations. One can see that the energy distributions in the 2-D IP simulation

and in the 3-D simulation have similar shapes, which indicates that the hot electrons in

the 3-D simulation are also generated by TPD-driven plasma waves. Unlike the TPD-

induced distribution in the 2-D IP and 3-D simulations, the distribution obtained in the
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Net energy flux Collisional No collisions

Forward/Backward

Plane wave 2-D IP 1.4% / 1.3% 5.2% / 4.4%

Plane wave 2-D OOP 0.0% / 0.5% 0.1% / 0.7%

Speckle (R = 2) 2-D IP 6.4% / 2.1% 10.2% / 4.4%

Speckle (R = 2) 2-D OOP 0.0% / 0.2% 0.1% / 0.6%

Speckle (R = 5) 2-D IP N.A. 17.1% / 4.2%

Speckle (R = 8) 2-D IP N.A. 25.6% / 6.2%

Speckle (R = 2) 3-D 1.3% / 0.2% 2.8% / 0.6%

Table 5.1: Net energy flux carried by the hot electrons normalized to the incident laser

energy flux. The parameters for these simulations are L= 100µm, Ia = 9×1014W/cm2,

Te = 3keV, Ti = 1.5keV, and R = Ip/Ia, where Ip is the peak value of the local intensity,

and Ia is the average intensity.

2-D OOP simulation does not have a high energy “tail”. If the temperature is defined

as the slope of the distribution function then the temperature may change depending

on which part of the distribution is used to calculate the temperature. The hot electron

temperatures fitted in the energy range between 70 keV and 150 keV in the hot electron

distribution function in the 2-D IP speckled-beam and 3-D speckled-beam simulations

are equal to 46 keV and 27 keV respectively.

The TPD generates more forward electrons than backward electrons as shown in

the rows 1 and 3 in Table 5.1. The asymmetry of the hot electron generation can be

related to the asymmetry of the plasma wave spectra shown in Fig. 5.4. All plots in

Fig. 5.4 are normalized to the same arbitrary unity. The modes with a large wavevec-

tor (corresponding to the upper part of the spectra with the frequencies ω/ω0 > 0.5)

are responsible for the electron acceleration since their wavevector kx is larger than

the wavevectors for the lower frequency modes (corresponding to the lower part of
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Figure 5.2: Spectra of plasma waves in the (kx − ky) plane for the (a) 2-D IP, (b)2-

D OOP, (c) 3-D, speckled-beam (R = 2) simulations. The spectra are obtained by

integrating over frequencies around ω0/2 (from 0.4ω0 to 0.6ω0). The solid line cir-

cles represent the Landau cutoff condition (kλD ∼ 0.3, where λD is the Debye length).

The parameters for these simulations are L = 100µm, I = 9×1014W/cm2, Te = 3keV,

Ti = 1.5keV.

Figure 5.3: The energy distribution of hot electrons crossing the right x-boundary in

three PIC speckled-beam (R = 2) simulations. The solid black line corresponds to the

3-D simulation. The dashed-dotted blue line corresponds to the 2-D IP simulation. The

dashed red line corresponds to the 2-D OOP simulation.

the spectra with the frequencies ω/ω0 < 0.5). Compared to the plane wave pump,

the speckled beam increases the asymmetry of the spectra (compare (a) with (b) and

compare (c) with (d) in Fig.5.4), which leads to larger differences in the forward and
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backward hot electron net energy flux (see Table 5.1). Introducing collisions in the sim-

ulations also increase the asymmetry of the plasma wave spectra (compare (a) with (c)

and compare (b) with (d) in Fig.5.4) and the hot electron net energy flux shows a bigger

gap between forward-going and backward-going electrons as well. To summarize, the

spectra shown in Fig. 5.4 can be ranked in terms of symmetry between the positive and

negative kx in the following order: (a), (c), (d) and (b) (the spectrum in Fig. 5.4(a) is the

most symmetric) with (a) close to (c) in terms of symmetry. One can see that this is the

same order as for the forward versus backward net energy flux listed in Table 5.1 (with

more symmetric spectra in Fig. 5.4 corresponding to closer forward and backward net

flux values in Table 5.1).

As shown in Table 5.1, the speckled beams generate more hot electrons, especially

more forward electrons, compared to the plane waves laser. Since the TPD instability

is the main source of the hot electron generation, let us focus on the 2-D IP PIC simu-

lations. Figure 5.5 displays the plasma wave spectra in the (kx − ky) plane. As the laser

intensity is higher inside the laser speckle, more TPD modes can become unstable. As

a result, the spectra are broader for the speckled-beam simulations than for the plane

wave simulations as illustrated by comparing (a) with (c) and (b) with (d) in Fig. 5.5.

The differences in the plasma wave spectra between the speckled-beam and the plane-

wave simulations are more prominent for the forward-going plasma waves with large

wavevectors (the modes outside the Landau cutoff contour). Due to their smaller phase

velocity, these large-wavevector modes can interact with more particles in the electron

distribution and the transfer of energy from waves to particles is larger. When the laser

speckles are more localized in space (in the R = 5 and R = 8 cases), most of the laser

energy propagates within the speckle. Even though the TPD threshold parameter η is

much smaller than 1 outside the speckle, there are notably more hot electrons observed

in the R = 5 and R = 8 simulations. In fact, since the plane-wave case can be deemed

as R = 1, one can see from Table 5.1 (rows 1, 3, 5 and 6) that the forward hot electron

flux increases as R increases.
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Figure 5.4: The spectra of plasma waves in 2-D in-plane simulations plotted in the

(kx−ω) plane. The spectra are obtained by integrating over the transverse wave vectors

ky. The dashed lines correspond to kx = 0, which can be used to distinguish the forward-

going and backward-going plasma waves. The parameters for these simulations are

L = 100µm, I = 9×1014W/cm2, Te = 3keV, Ti = 1.5keV. (a) The laser is a plane wave

and the collisional package is on; (b) The laser is a speckled beam and the collisional

package is on; (c) The laser is a plane wave and the collisional package is off; (d) The

laser is a speckled beam and the collisional package is off.

5.2 Discussion

In this Chapter the hot electron generation has been studied for different conditions

related to the ICF experiments using the PIC code OSIRIS. The net energy flux associ-

ated with the hot electrons is obtained in each simulation. The net energy flux is found

to be closely related to the plasma wave spectra. The TPD-driven plasma waves with

large wavevectors are very important for accelerating electrons. On the other hand, the

SRS-driven plasma waves can not effectively accelerate electrons directly but can do so

through the LDI-generated plasma waves. As a broad plasma wave spectrum is neces-
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Figure 5.5: Spectra of plasma waves in 2-D in-plane simulations plotted in the (kx−ky)

plane. The spectra are obtained by integrating over wave frequencies ω (0.4ω0 < ω <

0.6ω0), where ω0 is the laser frequency. The dashed lines corresponding the TPD

hyperbola relation. The solid line circles represent the Landau cutoff condition (kλD ∼
0.3), where λD is the Debye length. The parameters for these simulations are L =

100µm, I = 9× 1014W/cm2, Te = 3keV, Ti = 1.5keV. (a) The laser is a plane wave

and the collisional package is on; (b) The laser is a speckled beam and the collisional

package is on; (c) The laser is plane wave and the collisional package is off; (d) The

laser is a speckled beam and the collisional package is off.

sary for efficient acceleration of hot electrons, the hot electrons can only be found after

the instability saturation and the plasma wave spectra broadening. It is found that more

forward electrons are generated by the speckled beams than the plane-waves beams. A

smaller number of hot electrons is found in the 3-D PIC simulation than in the 2-D IP

simulation. The plasma waves transfer energy to particles through a wave-particle res-

onance mechanism. The electrons have to be moving in the same direction as the phase
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velocity of the plasma waves in order to be accelerated. It is easier for the electrons to

be accelerated by the plasma wave in the 2-D simulations than in the 3-D simulations.

Another reason for a smaller number of hot electrons in the 3-D simulation is that the

SRS can help to saturate the TPD as discussed in Chapter 4, especially at low densities

(lower than 0.23nc), which breaks the “staged acceleration”[Yan et al., 2012] mecha-

nism. One other factor is that the SRSS at low densities causes the pump depletion and

reduces the laser energy the reaching higher density region, which also leads to weaker

TPD-driven plasma waves and reduces the hot electron generation.
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6 Conclusion

In Chapter 2, the model for the interaction between the laser light and the electron

plasma waves near the quarter-critical density in ICF-related plasmas has been pre-

sented. A new fluid-type code GLINTS has been developed for the modeling. The in-

stability analysis using this model has included both SRS and TPD. The absolute SRS

and TPD modes were found to grow near the quarter-critical density with comparable

growth rates. The growth rates measured from the simulations are in good agreement

with the theoretical results. The differences between the simulations and the theories

have been discussed. The competition of the absolute SRS and TPD modes indicates

that absolute SRS modes may grow when the TPD threshold is not exceeded (η < 1).

This implies that fast electrons may be generated even for the laser-plasma interaction

parameters when the TPD threshold is not exceeded, which is important for the control

of the target preheat in ICF experiments.

In Chapter 3, the instabilities near the quarter-critical density in the case of the

oblique incident p-polarized laser wave has been addressed. The theoretical analy-

sis of the TPD linear stage for the oblique laser incidence has been concluded. The

Schrödinger-type equation in the k-space has been derived and it has been solved pertur-

batively. The growth rates predicted by the TPD theory for the oblique laser incidence

agree well with the TPD-only GLINTS simulation results for a large range of laser in-

tensities. The thresholds extrapolated from the growth rates obtained in the TPD-only
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GLINTS simulations suggest that the threshold decreases as a function close to cos2 θ

when θ increases. As shown in the GLINTS simulations, the interaction between TPD

and SRS can lead to the increase of SRS growth rates in the oblique laser incidence

case, which is different form the results of the SRS alone. Since the growth rates of

the absolute TPD and SRS near the quarter-critical density are comparable as shown

in Chapter 2, a threshold which is lower than the theoretical thresholds for the SRS is

expected when both TPD and SRS instabilities are taken into account in the oblique

laser incidence case.

In Chapter 4, the linear and saturation stages of the TPD and SRS instability have

been studied. Modeling the interaction between the TPD and SRS requires the 3-D

simulations. The co-existence of TPD and SRS in the 3-D PIC simulations have been

identified by comparing the field spectra in 3-D, 2-D IP and 2-D OOP simulations.

The interplay between the TPD and SRSS in the saturation stage through LDI has bee

identified in the 3-D PIC simulations. In the saturation stage, LDI due to the SRSS-

generated plasma waves can reduce the amplitude of the TPD-related plasma waves,

especially at lower density (0.21nc < n< 0.23nc). The SRSS instability in the 2-D OOP

simulations with open-boundary conditions in the transverse direction can grow and

saturate at about the same level as in the simulations with periodic boundary conditions,

which make the SRSS a robust instability that may compete with TPD also in speckled

beams and laser beams with a finite spatial width. The importance of the ion motion for

the saturation of TPD has been demonstrated by the 2-D IP simulation with immobile

ions. The cavitation of plasma waves as a mechanism responsible to the TPD saturation

has been investigated using the 2-D IP PIC simulations. Although there is a clear

link between the cavitation effects and the saturation of TPD, the correlation is not as

prominent as in the RPIC simulations. When studying the dissipation of the incident

laser power, the decrease of the Poynting flux of the incident laser can be explained by

the effective damping.

In Chapter 5 the hot electron generation in different PIC simulations has been stud-
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ied in 2-D IP, 2-D OOP and 3-D PIC simulations. The hot electron acceleration has

been found to be correlated with the broad plasma wave spectra generated by TPD.

The SRS plasma waves are less efficient in accelerating electrons. Electron ion damp-

ing can reduce the amplitudes of the TPD-related plasma waves so that the energy flux

carried by the hot electrons is reduced. The speckled beams have been found to gener-

ate more hot electrons than the plane-waves beams. As shown in the simulations with

different laser profiles, increasing the nonuniformity of the incident laser increases the

number of the forward-going hot electrons. For the parameters of our simulations, the

net energy flux associated with hot electrons is about 1.5% of the incident laser flux

in the speckled-beam (R = 2) 3-D PIC simulation. A smaller number of hot electrons

is obtained in the 3-D simulations compared to the 2-D IP simulations. Many factors

can contribute to the difference. As discussed in Chapter 4, the amplitude of the TPD-

related plasma waves at lower densities is smaller in the 3-D simulations than in the

2-D IP simulations. It is also more difficult for the plasma waves to accelerate particles

through wave-particle resonance in the 3-D than in the 2-D.
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A Derivation of Equations in

GLINTS

The Ampere’s law with Maxwell’s extension is

∇×~B =
4π

c
~J+

1

c

∂~E

∂ t
, (A.1)

where ~B and ~E are the magnetic field and the the electric field respectively, and ~J is

the current due to electron motion: ~J =−en~v with the electron density n = n0 +n1 and

electron velocity~v = ~v0+~v1. The subscript “0” denotes the zeroth-order terms and “1”

denotes the first-order terms. To the zeroth order the electrons are oscillating in the

laser field with velocity ~v0 = e~A0/mc, where ~A0 is the vector potential associated with

laser field. To the zeroth order n0 is the background density. Applied the Coulomb

gauge condition (∇×~A = 0), the electric and magnetic field are defined as

~E =−1

c

∂~A

∂ t
−∇φ , (A.2)

~B = ∇×~A. (A.3)

Substituting eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) into (A.1), using the Coulomb gauge condition and

the vector identity ∇× (∇×~A) = ∇2~A−∇(∇ ·~A), one can obtain

(

1

c2

∂

∂ t2
−∇2

)

~A =
4π

c
~J− 1

c

∂

∂ t
∇φ . (A.4)

Let ~A = ~A0+ ~A1, where ~A1 is the first-order perturbation, which is corresponding to the

scattered light wave. If the incident laser is a monochromatic plane wave, ~A0 can be
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written as

~A0 =−cE0

ω0
êA cos(ω0t −~k ·~x), (A.5)

where êA is the polarization direction of the incident wave, E0 is the amplitude of the

laser electric field, ω0 is the laser frquency and ~k0 is the local laser wave vector. With

the known dispersion relation of light wave in plasma ( k2
0 = c/ω0(1−n0/nc), where nc

is the critical density), it is easy to verify that ~A0 as written in Eq. (A.5), ~J0 = −en0v0

together with φ0 = 0 are the zeroth-order solution to Eq. (A.4). The first-order equation

can be readily obtained as follows:

(

1

c2

∂

∂ t2
−∇2

)

~A1 =−4πe2

mc2
n1

~A0 −
4πn0e

c
~v1 −

1

c

∂

∂ t
∇φ1. (A.6)

The continuity equation for electrons is

∂n

∂ t
+∇ · (n~v) = 0. (A.7)

In the normal incident plane wave case, the background density as a function of coordi-

nates only varies along the direction of the laser wave vector. The zeroth-order equation

is simply ∂n0/∂ t = 0 and the linearized continuity equation is

∂n1

∂ t
+~v1 ·∇n0 +n0∇ ·~v1 +

e~A0

mc
∇n1 = 0. (A.8)

Using the definition of ~E and ~B in eqs. (A.2) and (A.3), the momentum equation can

be written as follows:

∂~v

∂ t
+~v ·∇~v =− e

m

(

−∇φ − 1

c

∂~A

∂ t
+
~v

c
× (∇×~A)

)

−3v2
T

∇n

n
, (A.9)

where vT is the electron thermal velocity. Using the vector identity ~A ·∇~A = (∇×~A)×
~A+∇(|~A|2/2), substituting Eq. (A.5), ~A = ~A0 + ~A1, φ = φ0 +φ1 = φ1 and~v = ~v0 + ~v1

into Eq. (A.9), one can obtain the equation for ~v1 as follows:

∂~v1

∂ t
= (~v0 +~v1)× (∇×~v1)−

e

mc
(~v0 +~v1)× (∇× ~A1)−∇

( |~v1|2
2

)

−

∇(~v0 ·~v1)+
e

m

(

∇φ1 +
1

c

∂ ~A1

∂ t

)

−3v2
T

∇n1

n0
.

(A.10)
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Defining ~vp = ~v1 − e~A1/mc and only keeping the terms to the first order, one can

rewrite Eq. (A.6), (A.8) and (A.10) as follows:

(

1

c2

∂ 2

∂ t2
−∇2 +

ω2
p

c2

)

~A1 =−4πe2

mc2
n1

~A0 −
4πn0e

c
~vp −

1

c

∂

∂ t
∇φ1, (A.11)

∂n1

∂ t
+∇ ·

[

n0

(

~vp +
e~A1

mc

)]

+~v0 ·∇n1 = 0, (A.12)

∂ ~vp

∂ t
= ~v0 × (∇× ~vp)−∇

[

~v0 ·
(

~vp +
e~A1

mc

)]

+
e

m
∇φ1 −3v2

T

∇n1

n0
, (A.13)

∇2φ1 = 4πn1e. (A.14)
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B Equations for theoretical results in

the density-frequency plots

B.1 The dispersion and matching conditions for TPD

The matching conditions for TPD and the dispersion relations for waves involed in TPD

are as follows:

1 = n+ k2
0, (B.1)

(0.5+∆)2 = n+3k2
1v2

e , (B.2)

(0.5−∆)2 = n+3k2
2v2

e , (B.3)

1 = ω1 +ω2, (B.4)

k2
y = kx(kx − k0), (B.5)

where n is the plasma density, ∆= |ω1−0.5| is the frequency shift of the plasma waves,

ve is the electron thermal velocity. The equations have been normalized: frequencies

are normalized to the laser frequency, wave vectors are normalized to the laser wave

vector in vacuum, density is normalized to the critical density and velocity is normal-

ized to the speed of light. The quantities with subscript 0 correspond to the laser wave.

The quantities with subscripts 1 and 2 correspond to the plasma waves with larger and

smaller wave vectors, respectively. The condition for the TPD maximum growth in ho-

mogeneous plasma (known as the TPD hyperbola), is written in Eq. (B.5). The kx and
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ky are components k2. Since we choose k2 to be the smaller wave vector of the daughter

wave vectors, k1 and k2 satisfy the following equation:

k2
1 =





k0 +
√

k2
0 +4k2

y

2





2

+ k2
y , (B.6)

k2
2 =





k0 −
√

k2
0 +4k2

y

2





2

+ k2
y . (B.7)

Subtracting Eq. (B.3) from Eq. (B.2) results in 2∆ = 3(k2
1 − k2

2)v
2
e . Substituting k1 and

k2 from Eqs. (B.6) and (B.7) gives

2∆ = 3k0

√

k2
0 +4k2

yv2
e . (B.8)

Similarily, Eq. (B.2) plus Eq. (B.3) gives

0.5+2∆2 = 2n+3(k2
0 +4k2

y)v
2
e . (B.9)

Eliminating ky from Eq. (B.8) and Eq. (B.9), we obtain the frequency shift as a function

of density:
(

4

3(1−n)v2
e

−2

)

∆2 = 0.5−2n. (B.10)

B.2 The dispersion and matching conditions for SRS

For the 90-degree side scattering, the matching condition for SRS and the dispersion

relations of waves involed in SRS are as follows:

1 = n+ k2
0, (B.11)

ω2
1 = n+3k2

1v2
e , (B.12)

ω2
2 = n+ k2

2, (B.13)

1 = ω1 +ω2, (B.14)

k2
1 = k2

0 + k2
2, (B.15)
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where n is the plasma density, ve is the electron thermal velocity, k0 is the local laser

wave vector, k1 and ω1 are the wave vector and the frequency of the plasma wave, k2

and ω2 are the wave vector and the frequency of the scattered light wave respectively.

The equations have been normalized: frequencies are normalized to the laser frequency,

wave vectors are normalized to the laser wave vector in vacuum, density is normalized

to the critical density and velocity is normalized to the speed of light.

Eliminating k0, k1, k2 and ω2, we can express the plasma wave frequency in terms

of density:

ω2
1 = n+3[1−n+(1−ω1)

2 −n]v2
e. (B.16)

Selecting the solution with ω1 about 0.5 when n = 0.25, we have

ω1 =
3v2

e −
√

n+3(2−3n)v2
e +9(2n−1)v4

e

3v2
e −1

. (B.17)

This solution only exists in the region where two daughter waves are propagating

waves, i.e. ω2
1 −n > 0 and ω2

2 −n > 0.
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C Frequency diagnostics in OSIRIS

Most particle-in-cell (PIC) codes, including OSIRIS, operate with real numbers, which

means that if there is a wave in the simulation, its frequency and phase information can

not be obtained by analysing the instanteneous spatially-resolved data. The wavevector

spectra can be obtained by the Fourier transform in space but the propagation direction

can not be determined due to the missing frequency information. In order to resolve

the dispersion of a wave, one has to keep a series of instantaneous data at different

times. The frequency diagnostics is a useful tool for distinguishing between different

parametric instabilities.

C.1 Computational considerations: feasibility and lim-

itations

The frequency diagnostics is based on a time series of spatially-resolved data A(~x, t).

Ideally one can output the spatially-resloved data (snapshots) frequently enough but

this approach can be too resource demanding. Let us consider a example when the grid

size of a typical 2D PIC simulation modeling a region 30µm× 40µm is 3000× 4000.

The time step for such simulation is about 0.14ω−1
0 , where ω0 is the laser frequency.

In order to resolve the frequencies up to 0.01ω0, one much keep a time series that lasts
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about 630ω−1
0 or, if the output is at every time step, about 4500 snapshots. This data

will be over 2× 1011 Bytes or 200 Gigabytes in size. Outputing the data frequently

may have a large performance impact since the write-data routine is a blocking func-

tion. Since the frequency diagnostics for more than one quantities is often required, the

requirement for storage space is usually higher than for 200 Gigabytes. To summarize,

storing and analysing a dataset of such size is computationally challenging. One can

sample the dataset both in time and in space so that the total size of the dataset is on

the order of gigabytes and remains manageble. However, it is still not feasible if the

simulation is carried out in three spatial dimensions, which increases the data size by

two to three orders of magnitude.

When modeling the parametric instabilities near quarter-critical density, one can

take advantage of the fact that the frenquencies of the waves are localized in certain

bands, namely, around half-, three-half of the laser frequency and the laser frequency.

When studying the parametric instabilities near the quarter-critical density, one only

needs to output the bands of frequencies of interest, which can reduce the size of the

dataset by more than an order of magnitude. The frequency diagnostics implemented in

OSIRIS keeps the time series data in the memory of the computational nodes, performs

the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and only outputs the frequency bands desired. Since

each node keeps its own time series of the grid points, no communication is required

when performing the FFT. The performance impact of such frequency diagnostics is

minimal. This implementation implies that the computational nodes have a buffer large

enough to hold the time series data. This is not a requirement hard to meet since there

is usually more than one gigabyte per MPI (abreviation for massage-passing interface)

thread in modern simulation environments. The output file is in HDF4 format and each

node writes its own output. Merged output option is available but not recommended

because the merged output file size may exceed the HDF4 file size limit (2 gigabytes).

This limitation will be overcome by migrating the output format to HDF5.
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C.2 Input deck settings

The frequency diagnostics will output a spatially-resloved dataset (snapshot) containing

complex numbers. The dataset can be any components of the electric or magnetic

field as a function of coordinates and frequencies. The configurations are set in the

“emf diag” section of the input deck. It accepts the following data:

• ndump fac tfft, integer, default = 0,

• n tfft, integer, default = -1,

• tfft space sample(x dim), integer, default= 0,

• n step tfft, integer, default = 1,

• ifdmp efl tfft(3), bool, default = .false.,

• ifdmp bfl tfft(3), bool, default = .false.,

• n tfft ch, integer, default = 0,

• tfft freq ch, integer, default = 0,

ndump fac tfft specifies the frequency at which to write frequency diagnostics.

This value is multiplied by the ndump value specified in the time step section to deter-

mine the number of iterations between each diagnostic output. If set to 0 the writing of

this diagnostic information is disabled. See also ifdmp efl tfft and ifdmp bfl tfft.

n tfft specifies the number of snapshots in the time series that is used in the FFT

calculation. This value must be greater than 1. This value multiplied by the n step tfft

value has to be less than the product of the ndump value specified in the time step

section multiplied by the ndump fac tfft value.

tfft space sample specifies the interval of gridpoints in each direction to sample

when keeping the snapshots.
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n step tfft specifies the interval of time steps at which the snapshots are taken.

ifdmp efl tfft specifies whether to do a frequency diagnostic dump for the electric

field in each direction.

ifdmp bfl tfft specifies whether to do a frequency diagnostic dump for the magnetic

field in each direction.

n tfft ch specifies the number of frequency bands when performing a frequency

diagnostic dump. The default value 0 results in dumping the full range of frequencies

obtained in the time series FFT. See also tfft freq ch.

tfft freq ch specifies the lower and upper limits of each frequency bands that is

dumped. The number of elements in this setting should be twice of the n tfft ch value.

The lower and upper limits are read in sequential order, i.e., lower1, upper1, lower2,

upper2 ...
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